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Unit Multi-skill targets Oral targets 

(Listening / Speaking / Reading / Writing) (Listening / Speaking)

1 I’m a ________________ . Where do you live?
I live in ________________ .

2 You are a ________________ . I’m sorry. That’s all right.

3 Are you a ________________ ? I can see ________________ .
Yes, I am. / No I’m not. Things to see from the window

4 What color is it? It’s ________________ . I like ________________ .

5 This / that Point to ________________ .
What’s this / that in English? Zoo animals

6 What are they? Numbers 1–100
They are ________________ s. big / little

7 What are they? They are ___________ es. I’m sorry I’m late.
a_e (a + silent e)

8 Are they ________________ ? I don’t like ________________ .
Yes they are . / No they aren’t. Fruit

9 What color are they? They are ____________ .
i_e (i + silent e)

10 What do you do? I’m a ______________ .
I like _______s .

11 What does he / she do? He’s / She’s a ________ .
Occupations (-er)
o_e (o + silent e)

12 What does he / she do? Numbers 100 –1000
He’s / She’s a ________________ .
Occupations

13 Is he / she a doctor? Do you like ________________ ?
Yes, he / she is. / No, he / she isn’t. Yes I do. / No I don’t.
Occupations (-or) I’m hungry. May I have a _____________ 
Vegetables

14 Are you a ________________ ?
Yes, I am. / No I’m not.

15 We are ________________ .

Reading Check List

Scope and sequence
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Games Songs Class Book Teacher’s Book 

page page

Think of an animal I’m a cow 5 28
Phonic horse race

Read my lips Old Macdonald 11 34

Team mime 17 40

Touch and write Rainbow song 23 46

Touch and point 29 52

Hitting letters Ten little elephants 35 58

Counting cards 41 64
Phonic air race

Guessing game 47 70

Baseball 53 76
Phonic diving race

59 82

Concentration 65 88
Phonic soccer race

Bingo Wheels on the bus 71 94

Word dominoes 77 100

Circle mime Do you like …? 83 106
Phonic baseball race

Chopstick spelling We are cats 89 112
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1 The Class Book

Activities

1 The components 
of New Finding Out

New Finding Out activitiesNew Finding Out activities

Target pattern
These pages 
introduce simple, 
high-frequency 
structures for 
children to say, 
read and write. 

Conversation
These activities 
introduce 
useful daily 
conversation 
patterns for 
children to say.

Games
These games 
can be used 
for learning, 
practicing 
and combining 
together a 
wide variety 
of language 
targets in an 

enjoyable and motivating context.

Phonic families 
These games 
encourage 
children to 
identify patterns 
based on 
phonic sounds, 
and to use these 
to explore new 
words.

Action song
The action songs 
in New Finding 
Out create a 
multi-sensory 
environment 
where children 
practice and 
learn words 
and patterns. 

The melody, rhythm and actions all 
combine to create a positive learning 
context.

Words in action 
These pages 
contain two 
communicative 
activities that 
encourage 
children to use 
and personalize 
new words and 
patterns.

Word set 
These pages 
present useful 
new vocabulary 
orally. Many of 
these words are 
diffi cult to read 
and write at this 
stage.

Phonic words
These words 
use sounds 
the children 
are learning. 
Because they 

are phonically regular, children can 
read and write the words.

Color and write 
These activities 
encourage 
children to use 
the phonics skills 
they are learning 
to discover new 
words.

Building reading skills
These activities 
encourage 
children to 
combine and 
develop their 
reading skills 
(including 
phonics, known 
patterns and 

sight words) to tackle longer texts.

Building fl uency
These activities 
build the 
children’s ability 
to quickly switch 

from one pattern to another in 
longer and longer dialogues.

Exercise
These activities 
give children more 
practice in reading 
and writing the 
target language.

Dictation
These activities 
give children  
practice in 
listening to and 

writing the target language.
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The Class Book defines the language to be learned
in the course. It is bright and colorful in order to
attract the interest of the children in class and so
that they will enjoy looking at it by themselves or
with their parents at home. There are fifteen units in
the book. Each unit represents a stage of learning,
not a fixed number of lessons. 

Multi-skill targets
These are the words and patterns in each unit that
can be spoken, read and written, and integrated
with the multi-skill targets learned in previous units.
It is the children’s success in internalizing these
targets that determines how much real progress they
are making. 

If the children can just hear and say these targets, it
will be necessary to review the targets many times. If
they can read as well, they will be able to make
more real progress. And if they can write these
targets in dictation exercises or in personalized
sentences, the children are most likely to be reaching
their full potential as learners. It is the balance of
skills, with one skill supporting and deepening the
others, that leads to the greatest internalization of
new words and patterns.

Oral-only targets
The oral-only targets in each unit serve a number of
important purposes. They are an effective way to
provide early practice of a word or pattern that will
later become a core multi-skill target. This makes it
easier for children to internalize them more deeply
later on. They give the children a chance to practice
conversation patterns that they cannot read or write
yet, but that they can immediately use in practical
situations. They also give the children a chance to
encounter important words that may be difficult to
read and write at that stage of learning. 

2 The Home Book
The Home Book is intended for use at home
between lessons. It is divided into units in the same
way as the Class Book. A typical unit looks like this:

The objective of the Home Book
Being able to practice the target language at home
between lessons can make a big difference to how
much of it they retain. In particular, it is often
difficult to find time to practice enough writing in
class, so this skill is emphasized in the Home Book.

How soon to use the Home Book
It is best to assign exercises to do at home from the
very first lesson and establish a regular pattern of
using the Home Book between lessons. The pace of
the Home Book is dictated by the pace of the Class
Book: the children should never be further along in
the Home Book than they are in the Class Book.

Keeping up
Ideally, the children should all do the exercises in
the Home Book at a similar pace. Serious level-
difference problems may develop in class if some
children do not keep up in the Home Book. 

IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn

Children find the words shown by the pictures in the grid. 5

11

Children write the appropriate double-letter sound next to each picture.

--

6

11

Children complete the sentences.

I’m ...

3

11

Children complete the sentences and draw a path through the maze from the cat to the mouse.4

11
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Showing the children what to do
Before being asked to do any of the exercises in the
Home Book, the children need to be shown exactly
what they are expected to do. Whenever possible, a
similar exercise should be done in class. If a child
fails to keep up in the Home Book, it may be that
she is not clear about what to do.

Correcting
It is always a good idea to look at any of the work
the children have done in the Home Book. One way
of doing this is to set aside a section of the lesson for
checking and going through the homework. If the
class is not too large, the children can correct the
homework with the teacher. Another way is for the
teacher to correct the homework with each
individual child in turn; this can be done during a
writing activity so that all the other children have
something to do. (See Hinting and withdrawing, page
10, for more ideas on correcting.)

3 My CD
My CD is included with each Class Book. The
objective is for the children to listen to the recording
regularly at home or in the car. The children should
not feel that they have to listen to it, memorize it or
that they are going to be tested on it. They should be
encouraged to relax and enjoy it.

4 The Class Audio
The Class Audio is for teachers who would like to
use a recording in class. It contains the vocabulary,
dialogues and songs that are in the Class Book. It
also contains versions of the songs without the
words. For teachers who are not native speakers of
English, the pronunciation on the recording may be
particularly helpful, especially when the children are
learning phonics.

The recordings are primarily intended for
consolidation of new words and patterns, not for
introducing them. (See the guide to each unit for
specific recommendations on when to use the
recording.) New language is always discovered by
the children, not received from the teacher or a
recording. There are, of course, some cases where
listening to a song or a dialogue on a recording may
be a kind of puzzle for the children to solve, but
even in these cases we need to be sure the children
are thinking and guessing, not just copying or
parroting the recording.

5 The Flashcards
There is a set of flashcards to accompany each level
of the course. It is not absolutely necessary to use
these, but it is strongly recommended. Each card has
a picture on one side and text on the other side.

The arrangement of the cards
The cards are divided into categories. For Level 2, the
categories are as follows:

1 Colors 2 Plurals
3 Double letters B 4 Silent e
5 Occupations

The cards for each level have the same color symbol 
as the Class Book and Home Book for that level. 
The color for Level 2 is red.

IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn
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Level 1 games referred to in the
Guide to each unit
1  Slam game (Level 1, Unit 1)

Equipment:  Any flashcards learned so far.

1 Spread the cards on the table or floor. You call out
a card and the children try to touch or slam their
hands on it. The successful child says what the card
is (preferably followed by the whole class) and she
keeps that card. It is often a good idea for all the
children to start with their hands on their heads.

2 The successful child calls out another card, and
the other children try to slam their hands on it. The
game continues like this. It is possible to score – one
point for each success.

Teaching tip: If there are very shy children in the
class or the ability is very mixed, the teacher can
direct individuals to touch or slam cards rather than
letting any child do so. In this case, there is no
competition.

In some classes, the children will tend to just slam
cards at random and not think about how to read
them until afterward. To avoid this, mistakes can be
penalized by the loss of a card – a card which the
child has already answered correctly is put back on
the table. However, it is best not to use this rule with
children who are nervous about making mistakes.

Another variation is for only the teacher to always
call out what is on the card. This method is teacher-
centered but it allows the teacher to make deliberate
pronunciation mistakes: e.g. the teacher might call
out besk instead of desk and if a child slams desk, 
she loses a card. 

2a  Tic-tac-toe (Level 1, Unit 2)

Equipment:  Any flashcards learned so far.

1 Divide the class into two teams.

2 Place the flashcards on a table, desk or floor in a 
3 x 3, 4 x 4 or 5 x 5 grid with either the picture side
or the written side face up.

3 The first child in one team points to any card and
tries to say what it is, make a sentence about it or
answer a question about it (perhaps asked by the
other team). If she is correct, the whole team repeats
what she said and the card is turned over. The first
child in the other team then does the same.

4 The correct cards for one team are turned over
and placed horizontally, and the correct cards for the
other team are placed vertically.

5 The game continues. The second child in one
team tries, then the second child in the other team

and so on. The winner is the first team to get three
cards in a straight line, either horizontally, vertically
or diagonally.

2b  Tic-tac-toe (board version)

Equipment:  A white- or blackboard.

1 Draw a 3 x 3, 4 x 4 or 5 x 5 grid on the board.
Number each square (write numbers in the corners)
and write a word, sentence or sound in each square.

2 The children play the game in the same way as in
the card version. One team marks O in the squares
they read correctly and the other team marks X.

3  Car race (Level 1, Unit 3)

Equipment:  Any flashcards learned so far. A small
car or piece for each child, brightly colored cards, a
starting and finishing line and a die.

1 Place the flashcards end to end to resemble a
racetrack. Add a few brightly colored cards at
irregular intervals between letter cards. Place a
starting and finishing line at a convenient part of
the track. Each child chooses a car (or piece) and
places her car on the starting line. Decide the
number of laps.

2 The children throw a die to decide who goes first.
The first child then rolls the die again, says what the
number is, and moves her car around the track, i.e.
if she throws a four, she moves her car four cards.
When she stops on a card, she must say what it is,
make a sentence about it or answer a question
about it. If she makes a mistake, she moves the car
back to its original position.

3 If the child lands on a brightly colored card, she
has another turn.

4 Crashes. If a child rolls a three, her car is
considered to have crashed. Instead of moving the
car along the track, she places it next to the card it
was on. On her next turn, she places the car back on
the card – so one turn is missed.

4  Expressions (Level 1, Unit 4)

Equipment:  Badges of various facial expressions 
(see Teacher’s Book 1 page 132 or Level 1 Teacher’s
CD-ROM). Safety pins.

1 Copy and cut out enough Expressions badges so
that each child can have one.

2 Pin one badge on yourself and get the children to
ask How are you? Make an exaggerated facial
expression similar to the one on the badge and
answer Not so good, Great, etc. The children repeat
what you say and try to mimic the facial expression.
Continue with the other badges.
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3 Each child wears a badge. They ask each other
How are you? in a chain or walking around the
room.

4 The children exchange badges and repeat.

5  Treasure hunt (Level 1, Unit 7)

Equipment:  Copies of the Treasure hunt map 
(see Teacher’s Book 1 page 138 or Level 1 Teacher’s
CD-ROM).

a  Reading and Writing

1 Hand out a Treasure hunt map to each child.

2 Hold up a map, say one and point to square 1.
Dictate a sound, word or short sentence to be written
in the square.

3 Continue in the same way with the other squares.

4 You need a copy of the Treasure hunt map in
front of you. The children should not be able to see
the map. Put the symbols for gold, diamonds, sharks
and monsters on the map. The number of symbols is
as follows: 2 Gold, 3 Diamonds, 3 Sharks, 2
Monsters. The sharks are put only in the sea squares
but the others can be anywhere.

5 Divide the class into teams. Taking turns, a child
from each team says a number and reads what is
written in that square. The whole team then reads
the sound aloud. If they read correctly, they get
positive or negative points if the square on your
map contains gold, diamonds, sharks or monsters.

Teaching tip: A possible scoring system is: Gold +10,
Diamonds +5, Shark –3, Monsters –5. It is possible to
give 1 point for all the other squares. Points are
either awarded to individuals or teams.

b  Reading

Omit the dictation and give the children maps with
the squares already filled in. These should be copied
so that all the children have the same maps.

6  Relay game (Level 1, Unit 11)

Equipment:  Any flashcards learned so far.

1 Divide the children into teams. It is usually best to
only have two teams unless the board is very large.

2 Each team forms a line leading away from the
board. The front child in each team should be the
same distance from the board.

3 The teacher (later change to a child) holds up a
card with the picture side facing the children. The
first child in each team races to the board and tries

to write the word on the board. The other members
of each team help by saying letters. 

4 When a child finishes spelling the word, she runs
back to her team, touches the next child and goes to
the back of the line.

5 Hold up another card for the next child in each
team to spell. Each team will go at a different speed,
so put the previous cards in a place where all the
children can see them (e.g. along the board ledge).

6 The game finishes when all the children in one
team have spelled a word. If there are few children
in the class, it is possible to decide in advance that
each child should spell two or three words.

7  Alien game (Level 1, Unit 12)

Equipment:  Any flashcards learned so far.

1 One child (or the teacher) stands in front of the
class with the cards. She chooses one of the cards
(e.g. shirt), notices how many letters there are in the
word and draws the same number of dashes 
(e.g. _ _ _ _ _) on the board.

2 The other children take turns, either individually
or as team members, guessing the spelling of the
word. Each child says a letter (e.g. suh-sock).

3 If the word contains the letter, the child writes the
letter in the appropriate space. If there is more than
one of that letter in the word, all are written in. If
the word does not contain the letter, the child draws
one part of the alien on the board.

4 The aim of the game is to spell the word before
the alien is completely drawn.

8  Picture guessing (Level 1, Unit 13)

Equipment:  Any flashcards learned so far, sheets of
paper, and a pencil for each team.

1 Divide the children into two teams. It is best if
each team sits in a semicircle. One child (or the
teacher) has a pile of cards and stands at an equal
distance from each team. All the other children have
a few pieces of paper to draw on.

2 One of the children from each team races to the
child who has the cards and is shown the top card.
She then runs back to her team and tries to let the
other children know what animal or object the card
is, by drawing on her piece of paper. The other
children in her team try to guess what it is.

3 One of the team asks Is it a … ? If she guesses
correctly, another child runs to see the next card
(either the child who guessed correctly or the next
child in turn). If the answer is No, it isn't, the whole
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team says What is it? and the child who has been
drawing the picture answers It’s a … before the next
child runs to see the new card.

4 The team gets one point for each correct guess.
The team with the most points at the end of a fixed
period of time is the winner.

Level 1 songs referred to in the
Guide to each unit
1  Potato chant (Level 1, Unit 6)

Equipment:  Some objects, including three potatoes.
The name of each object should contain two or three
syllables.

1 Hold up a potato and look at it curiously to elicit
What is it? Feed the answer It’s a potato.

2 Hit the potato with your fist and say with the
children One potato.

3 Produce another potato from your pocket or a
bag. Hit the first potato and everybody says One
potato, hit the second potato and everybody says Two
potatoes. Continue with a third potato.

4 The children sit or stand in a circle around you
and put their fists in front of them. Hit each fist in
turn, chanting with the children: One potato, two
potatoes, three potatoes, four, five potatoes, six potatoes,
seven potatoes, more. The fist that is hit on more is out
– the child puts it behind her back.

5 Just before starting the chant again, produce one
of the other objects (e.g. a tomato, a banana, or a
toy gorilla). The children chant One (banana), two
(bananas), and so on. This time one of the children
can lead and hit the other children's fists.

2  Phonics song (Level 1, Unit 15)

Equipment:  The double-letter cards. 

Tune:  Boys and girls go out to play

1 Sort out the cards so that they are in the same
order as in the song.

2 Hum the melody of the song, play it on a musical
instrument or play the recording.

3 Hold up the or card so that the children can see
the written side. Turn it around so that they can see
the picture. As you do so, sing or a horse with them.

4 Continue with the other cards at a speed the
children can manage. You may need to stop in the
middle and go over what has already been sung or
even to continue the song in the next lesson.

5 Mix up the cards. One of the children holds them
up one by one, with the written side facing the class,

but does not let the other children see the pictures.
The class sings as cards are held up.

6 The children can be divided into pairs or groups.
One child holds up cards in a random order and the
other child (or children) sings.

Level 1 supplementary activities
referred to in the Guide to each
unit
1  Counting sheep (Level 1, Unit 6)

Equipment:  Some animal vocabulary cards including
a sheep.

1 Hold up the picture of a sheep and elicit the
question and answer, What is it? It's a sheep.

2 Close your eyes and start counting with the
children, one sheep, two sheep, three sheep, up to
thirty. As you do so, pretend to gradually fall asleep.

3 Continue for other animals (e.g. one cow, two cows
… one horse, two horses … ). There is no need to
analyze the way the ending changes – the children
just enjoy the activity.

4 Put the children into pairs and give them some
animal cards. One of them closes her eyes and starts
counting – the other one helps her count. Wander
around the class, gently correcting the endings of the
nouns.

Teaching tip: The aim is to gently introduce the idea
that the ending of a noun may change when it is
plural. There is no need to analyze. They will learn
more by enjoying the activity and by trying and
making mistakes.

2  I don’t know (Level 1, Unit 10)

Equipment:  Vocabulary cards.

1 Hold a vocabulary card behind your back. Let the
children see you put it there but do not let them see
which card it is.

2 Elicit the question What is it?

3 Tease the children a little. When they really want
to know and they are asking What is it?
enthusiastically, smile, shrug your shoulders and say
I don't know. Put it back with the other cards without
looking at it.

4 Put a vocabulary card in an unusual place (e.g.
on a child's head). Elicit the question What is it?
Again, tease the children and then smile, shrug your
shoulders, say I don't know and put the card back
with the others.
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A sample plan for the first lesson

1 I’m (a) …

2 Review phonics through a game or
song

3 Where do you live?

4 Review phonics through a game or
song

5 Combining patterns

6 Review phonics through a game or
song

7 Game – Think of an animal

8 Home Book preparation

A sample plan for a follow-up lesson

1 Review phonics through a game or
song

2 Game – Phonic horse race

3 Game – Think of an animal

4 Review phonics through a game or
song

5 Song – I’m a cow

6 Combining patterns

7 Exercise

8 Home Book preparation

UUnniitt

11

TTaarrggeett  ppaatttteerrnn
I’m (a) …

Equipment:  Class Book page 5. Class Audio 
(optional). Stuffed animals or puppets. 

1 Hold one of the stuffed animals and say (through
the dog) Hello, I’m (Woof). I’m a (dog). Then get the
dog to say either Who are you? or What’s your name?
The children say I’m (Lee) or (Lee). I’m a (boy) or I’m
a (child/human), depending on their level. The dog
could shake hands with a child after she says who
she is.

2 Some children can hold up animals, create names
for them, and say Hello. I’m … I’m a … . If the class
is big or there aren’t enough animals, the children
can mime animals instead of holding up toys.

3 The children draw animals and write the
sentences I’m … I’m a … in speech bubbles, and
then hold their animal up and say what they’ve
drawn and written. This can be done in pairs, in
groups, or as a class.

4 Open Class Books to page 5. Appear fascinated by
the page. Let the children guess what is happening
and read it by themselves. They then read it aloud,
either individually or as a class.

Option:  Play the recording for model pronunciation.

Target patternTarget pattern11

55

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

I’m …

I’m Mark.

I’m Emi.

I’m Maria.

I’m a mouse.
I’m a cat.

… and I’m Fred.

See How to use the guide, page 25, for an explanation of sample lesson plans and shading.
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Home Book

The Home Book pages can be completed at any point
between here and the end of the unit. Before being
asked to do any of the exercises in the Home Book,
children should be shown exactly what they are
expected to do. 

Children complete the
sentences.

Children complete the
sentences and draw a
path through the maze
from the cat to the
mouse.

Children find the words
in the grid shown by
the pictures. 

Children write the
appropriate double-
letter sound above
each picture.

11

Children find the words shown by the pictures in the grid. 5

11

Children write the appropriate double-letter sound next to each picture.

--

6

11

Children complete the sentences.

I’m ...

3

11

Children complete the sentences and draw a path through the maze from the cat to the mouse.4

11
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CCoonnvveerrssaattiioonn
Where do you live?

Equipment:  Class Book page 6. 
Class Audio (optional).

1 Ask a few familiar questions such as What’s  your
name? How old are you? quickly at random around
the class. Slip in the question Where do you live?
Don’t draw particular attention to the question. 

2 After asking the question, regardless of whether a
child can answer or not, continue asking a few more
questions at random and then slip in the question
Where do you live? again. If the children cannot
answer the new question, but have noticed it and
are curious about it, encourage them to ask you.
Help if necessary, and then answer naturally I live 
in … .

3 One child asks another in a chain around the
class.

4 Open Class Books to page 6. Let the children look
at the top picture and guess what is happening.

Option:  Play the recording.

BBuuiillddiinngg  fflluueennccyy
Combining patterns

Equipment:  Class Book page 6. Stuffed animals 
or puppets.

1 Open Class Books to page 6. Let the children look
at the bottom picture and guess what is happening.

2 Look at a child and ask her the questions Hello.
What's your name?, How are you?, How old are you?
and Where do you live? in sequence. Then wave and
say Goodbye!

3 After she has replied See you!, gesture for her to
ask another child the questions. Continue in a chain
or get the children to move around the room asking
each other at random.

4 Put the children into pairs or groups. One child
holds up an animal, and the other child(ren) ask(s)
the animal the questions.

ConversationConversation

66

11

Listening

Speaking

Listening

Speaking

Building fl uencyBuilding fl uency

Where do you 
live?

I live in New York.

Hello. What’s 
your name?

How old are you?

How are you?

Where do you live?

Goodbye!

Where do 
you live?

11
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GGaammee
Think of an animal

Equipment:  Class Book page 7. Alphabet cards. 

1 Open Class Books to page 7. Appear
fascinated by the page. Let the children guess
what is happening.

2 Mime an animal and say I’m a … . In turns,
each of the children mimes a different animal
and says I’m a … . If a child cannot think of an
animal to mime, she is out. The game continues
until only one child is left.

3 After the children get the idea, get them to
add one more sentence such as I’m a … .  I like
... , and after a little, add another sentence such
as I’m a … .  While I like … . I have … .

Teaching tip:  The sentences the children
practice can vary as the course progresses. 

Variation:  For a more difficult version, the
children mime anything (animal or object). The
first letter of the animal or object has to be the
same as the last letter of the previous animal or
object. Use the alphabet cards to help the
children with spelling, if necessary.

11

77

Listening

Speaking

GameGame

11

I’m a frog.

Think of an animal
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PPhhoonniicc  ffaammiilliieess
Phonic horse race

Equipment:  Class Book page 8. Teacher’s CD-ROM 
(optional). Pieces or small toys, dice or 
spinners.  

1 Each of the children has a piece or small toy and
a die or spinner. Open Class Books to page 8. Each
child places her piece on the Start square.

2 One child says Roll! or Spin! and they each roll
their die or spin their spinner and move their toy or
piece the number of squares indicated on the die or
spinner. As they move, they read the word in each
square they pass over or land on. When all the
children have finished their move, another child
says Roll! or Spin! and they all roll or spin and move
again.

3 If they end a move on the –2, –3, –5 or, –7 squares,
they move back the number of squares indicated.

4 The game continues until one or all of the
children have reached the Finish square.

Variations:  In a small class, the children can take
turns moving rather than moving at the same time.
In a larger class, the children can be divided into

groups and the children in each group can take
turns moving. The race on the Teacher’s CD-ROM
can be printed out and enlarged so that a class or
group can use the same track.

AAccttiioonn  ssoonngg
I’m a cow

Equipment: Class Book page 9. Class Audio. Pictures
of the animals in the song (flashcards or pictures 
from books, magazines, etc.). 

1 Spread the pictures in front of the whole class or a
group of children. Open Class Books to page 9, and
encourage the children to read the words in the song
aloud. They touch each picture of an animal as they
read the word.  

2 Play the recording. The first time, the children
listen and touch the pictures each time an animal is
mentioned, and each time there is a pause for the
children to guess the animal.

3 The children sing the song, making animal noises
with the recording, and also touching the pictures
when they sing the name of an animal. 

Variation:  The activity can be extended. The
children can think of new animals (or objects) and

Phonic familiesPhonic families

88

11

Speaking

Reading

 Start tree truck

         star stop –2 train

 stamp –3 cloud clown

 dress drum 
–5

 clock

 drink –7 queen quack

   Finish quick

I’m a cow

I’m a cow, I’m a cow,
I’m a cow, cow, cow.

I’m a horse, I’m a horse,
I’m a horse, horse, horse.

I’m a sheep, I’m a sheep,
I’m a sheep, sheep, sheep.

I’m a bird, I’m a bird,
I’m a bird, bird, bird.

I’m a frog, I’m a frog,
I’m a frog, frog, frog.

I’m a duck, I’m a duck,
I’m a duck, duck, duck.

99

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Action songAction song

11

I’m    a       cow,    I’m    a    cow,    I’m    a       cow,   cow,    cow.                                              I’m     a

horse,     I’m       a     horse,      I’m      a       horse,    horse,    horse.

F F

C F C F

B"

11
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take turns miming or making a sound and sing I’m
a … . Each child can sing a whole verse with two
different animals (or objects) or just two lines.

EExxeerrcciissee
Equipment:  Class Book page 10. Notebooks. 

1 Open Class Books to page 10. Look at the Exercise
section as if you are wondering what to do.
Encourage the children to help you. Focus on one of
the pictures and encourage the children to show you
what should be written in the speech bubble next to it.

2 The children try to do the exercise individually.

3 Open notebooks. The children draw pictures of
animals (or objects) and write I’m a ... in speech
bubbles next to them. If a child cannot think of
what to draw, she can be shown a picture of an
animal (or object).

ExerciseExercise

1010  

11

Reading

Writing

I’m a bird.

I’__   __   __  __  __ .

I’__   __   __  __  __  __ .

I’__   __   __  __  __  __  __ .

I’__   __   __  __  __ .

I’__   __   __  __  __  __ .

I’__   __   __  __  __  __ .

11
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A sample plan for the first lesson

1 I’m a cow or Think of an animal
(review I’m …)

2 You are a …

3 I’m sorry

4 Review phonics through a game or
song

5 Combining patterns

6 Review phonics through a game or
song

7 Game – Read my lips

8 Home Book preparation

A sample plan for a follow-up lesson

1 Review phonics through a game or
song

2 Like / likes

3 Game – Read my lips

4 Review phonics through a game or
song

5 Have / has

6 Song – Old Macdonald

7 Exercise

8 Home Book preparation

UUnniitt

22

TTaarrggeett  ppaatttteerrnn
You are a …

Equipment:  Class Book page 11. Class Audio 
(optional). Pieces of paper. 

1 Make the sound of an animal and encourage the
children to guess what you are. It’s fine if the
children just say duck or cow at this stage.

2 Invite one of the children to make the sound of an
animal. Write You are a (dog) on a piece of paper,
show it to the child (let the other children see the
sentence as well) and say You are a (dog). If
necessary, help the child say Yes or No.

3 If the child didn’t make an animal sound that is
commonly used in English, say the English sound.
From now on, prompt children to make English
animal sounds if they start to make a sound used in
their own language.

4 The children take turns making animal sounds.
The other children in the class or group write down
You are a … sentences and then all show their
sentences together and say them aloud. The child
who made the sound says Yes or No. If necessary,
help the child to discover the sound that animal
makes in English.

5 Open Class Books to page 11. Appear fascinated
by the page. Let the children guess what is
happening and read it by themselves. They then
read it aloud, either individually or as a class.

Option:  Play the recording.

22

1111

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

Target patternTarget patternYou are …
moo

woof

meeow
cluck

ribbit

quack

You are a duck.
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CCoonnvveerrssaattiioonn
I’m sorry

Equipment:  Class Book page 12. 
Class Audio (optional).

1 Open Class Books to page 12 and give the
children a chance to get a feel for what’s happening.

2 Gently bump into one of the children or knock
one of her possessions (perhaps her notebook or
pencil case) and say I’m sorry. Say this slightly
dramatically.

3 Get her to do the same to you. Answer That’s all
right. You can overact when you say this.

4 The children act out the same dialogue in a chain
around the class.

Option:  Play the recording.

Teaching tip:  From now on, encourage the children 
to say I’m sorry and That’s all right when appropriate
situations arise in class. This can be done with
humor.

Home Book

The Home Book pages can be completed at any point
between here and the end of the unit. Before being
asked to do any of the exercises in the Home Book,
children should be shown exactly what they are
expected to do. 

Children complete the
sentences.

Children complete the
sentences and draw a
path through the maze
from the cat to the
mouse.

Children write the
words in the crossword.
The words are shown
by the pictures under
the crossword.

Children write the
sentence I am / You are
a(n) … in their
notebooks for each
picture.

22

Children write the words in the crossword. The words are shown by the pictures under the crossword. 9

22

Children write the sentence I am / You are a(n) … in their notebooks for each picture.10

22

You are ...

7

22

8

22

ConversationConversation

1212

22

Listening

Speaking

I’m sorry

I’m sorry.

That’s all right.
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WWoorrddss  iinn  aaccttiioonn
Like / likes

Equipment:  Class Book page 14. A stuffed animal. 

1 Open Class Books to page 14, and give the
children a chance to look at the top picture and get
a feel for what’s happening.

2 Say I like (rabbits) and throw the stuffed animal to
one of the children, who says I like (dogs). Prompt
her to continue … and (David) likes … , pointing to
yourself. The objective is for her to say I like (dogs)
and (David) likes (rabbits).

3 Get her to throw the stuffed animal to another
child, who says I like (bananas), Maria likes (dogs) and
(David) likes (rabbits). Encourage the other children to
help the child who is speaking, or get them to say
all except the first sentence together. It’s fun to make
the sentence longer and longer.

13 13 

Listening

Speaking

GameGame

22
Read my lips

You live in Korea?

You have a cat?

22

GGaammee
Read my lips

Equipment:  Class Book page 13. Alphabet cards 
from this unit and previous units. 

1 Open Class Books to page 13. Appear
fascinated by the page. Let the children guess
what is happening.

2 Mouth a simple sentence about yourself but
don’t make any sound. See if the children can
guess what you are mouthing. If necessary, help
the children to start sentences with You. For
example You like elephants or You have a cat. If
the children can’t guess a word, give hints, such
as writing some of the letters in the word on the
board or writing alphabet cards.

3 The children take turns mouthing words in
pairs, groups or as a class.

Teaching tip:  This game can be used for a wide
variety of patterns as the course progresses. 

14 14 

22
Words Words 
in actionin action

Listening

Speaking

Have / Has

Like / Likes

Emi likes cats and 
I like rabbits.

Maria has a rabbit,
Jinsook has a duck … … and I have a cow.
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22
Have / has

Equipment:  Class Book page 14. A box or bag with 
toys or objects, or pictures of toys or objects in it. 

1 Open Class Books to page 14, and give the
children a chance to look at the bottom picture and
get a feel for what’s happening.

2 Take one of the objects or pictures from the box or
bag, hold it up and say I have a (peach). Put the
object or picture somewhere near you. 

3 Pass the box or bag to a child, who takes an
object or picture from the bag and says I have a
(shark). Prompt her to continue ... and (David) has
a (peach).

4 Get her to pass the box or bag to another child,
who takes out an object or picture and says I have a
(boat), Maria has a (shark) and (David) has a (peach).
Encourage the other children to help the child who
is speaking, or get them to say all except the first
sentence together. It’s fun to make the sentence
longer and longer.
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AAccttiioonn  ssoonngg
Old Macdonald

Equipment: Class Book page 15. Class Audio. 
Pieces of paper (optional). 

1 Say Draw a man, and either one of the children
draws a man on the board, or each of the children
draws a man on a piece of paper. Then you draw a
man on the board.  

2 Write Old Macdonald by the man on the board.
The children read his name.

3 Open Class Books to page 15. The children read
the first verse either all together or in turns.

4 Say something like Okay. Old Macdonald has four
ducks and point to the board or their pieces of paper.
The children draw four ducks.

5 The children then read the second verse and draw
four cows.

6 Play the recording. 

7 The children then sing to the version of the song
without words. They can either read and sing, or
sing with their books closed.

8 The children think of more animals and sing
extra verses. After each verse, pause to give them
time to draw the animals on the board or pieces 
of paper.

Teaching tip:  As the course progresses, the song can
be changed to practice plurals ending in  -es
(octopuses, foxes …), irregular plurals (mice, sheep …),
and things apart from animals (tractors, babies …).
The phonic sounds can be replaced, and the pattern
… has … can become likes, wants.….

Old 
Macdonald

Old Macdonald has 4 ducks.
oo ar oo ar ow

1 duck, 2 ducks, 3 ducks, 4.
oo ar oo ar ow

Quack, quack, quack. Quack, quack, quack.
Old Macdonald has 4 ducks.

oo ar oo ar ow

Old Macdonald has 4 cows.
oo ar oo ar ow

1 cow, 2 cows, 3 cows, 4.
oo ar oo ar ow

Moo, moo, moo. Moo, moo, moo.
Old Macdonald has 4 cows.

oo ar oo ar ow

1515

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Action songAction song

22

G C G G G GD

Old  Mac - do - nald    has    4   ducks.       oo    ar     oo     ar       ow                          1   duck,   2   ducks,

G C G G GD

Old      Mac  -  do  -  nald        has       4      ducks.             oo       ar         oo       ar           ow     

GC G G G GD

3  ducks,  4.            oo    ar      oo    ar       ow                       Quack, quack, quack.  Quack, quack, quack.

quack

moo

ribbit

woof

cluck

22
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EExxeerrcciissee
Equipment:  Class Book page 16. Notebooks. 

1 Open Class Books  to page 16. Look at the Exercise
section as if you are wondering what to do.
Encourage the children to help you. Focus on the top
line and encourage the children to read You are a
dog. Focus on the second line and encourage them
to show you what should be written in the bubble.

2 The children try to finish the exercise by
themselves.

3 Open notebooks. The children draw pictures of
Old Macdonald pointing at animals and trying to
guess what they are. They write You are a ... in
speech bubbles.

DDiiccttaattiioonn
Equipment:  Class Book page 16. Notebooks.

Class Audio (optional). 

1 Open Class Books to page 16. Dictate gently or
play the recording:

1 ow-cow cow owl
2 ir-girl bird girl
3 ee-tree bee sheep

Repeat each word as many times as necessary.

2 If necessary, the children can do more of the same
kind of practice in their notebooks.

ExerciseExercise

1616  

22

Reading

Writing

Listening

Writing

DictationDictation

1     _____      __________      __________ 

2     _____      ____________      ____________ 

3     _____      __________      _____________ 

_____      ________      ___      ________   .

_____      ________      ___      ________   .

moo

ribbit

woof

You are a dog.

22
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A sample plan for the first lesson

1 Read my lips (review You are a …)

2 Are you a … ?

3 Combining patterns

4 Writing questions

5 Like / likes

6 Switching questions

7 Absurd questions

8 Home Book preparation

A sample plan for a follow-up lesson

1 Game – Team mime

2 I can see …

3 Review phonics through a game or
song

4 Window

5 Review phonics through a game or
song

6 From the window

7 Exercise

8 Home Book preparation

UUnniitt

33

TTaarrggeett  ppaatttteerrnn
Are you a … ?

Equipment:  Class Book page 17. 
Class Audio (optional).

1 Mime an animal. At first, don’t make it too
obvious which animal you are miming. When a
child makes a guess, help her form the question

pattern Are you a ... ? If she is wrong, just smile, say
No, I’m not and encourage more guesses. Continue
until a child gets the right answer and say Yes, I am.
Drama is important in this activity.

2 The children mime animals in the same way, first
as a whole class and then, especially if the class is
large, in pairs or in groups. When they are doing
the activity as a whole class, they can either take
turns miming animals, or the child who makes a
successful guess can mime the next animal.

3 Open Class Books to page 17. Appear fascinated
by the page. Let the children guess what is
happening and read it by themselves. They then
read it aloud, either individually or as a class.

Option:  Play the recording.

Writing questions

Equipment:  Notebooks.

1 The children take turns miming animals. The
other children in the class or group write down Are
you a … ? questions and then all the children show
their sentences together and say them aloud. 

2 The child who mimed the animal says Yes, I am or
No, I’m not.

Variation:  The children can draw pictures of
themselves, Fred the hippopotamus, or another
character they like, meeting various animals and
asking Are you a … ? questions. They can write the
question and answer in speech bubbles. If necessary,
designate the animals they meet and even the
questions they ask by putting pictures on the board
ledge with words above them. For example, there
could be a picture of a cow with horse? written
above it.

33

17   17   

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

Target patternTarget patternAre you …?

Are you a cow?

Yes, I am.
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Home Book

The Home Book pages can be completed at any point
between here and the end of the unit. Before being
asked to do any of the exercises in the Home Book,
children should be shown exactly what they are
expected to do. 

Children complete the
sentences.

Children complete the
sentences and draw a
path through the maze
from the cat to the
mouse.

Children write the
words in the crossword.
The words are shown
by the pictures under
the crossword.

Children connect the
dots and then write a
dialogue in their
notebooks for each
picture. (Are you a(n) … ?
Yes, I am. / No, I’m not.
I’m a(n) … .)

33

13

33

Children join the dots, then write a dialogue in their notebooks for each picture. (Are you a(n) …? Yes, I am. / No, I’m not. I’m a(n) …)14

33

Are you ... ?

11

33

12

33
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BBuuiillddiinngg  fflluueennccyy
Switching questions

Equipment:  Class Book page 18.

1 Quickly mime animals or objects. It should either
be difficult for the children to guess what the
animals or objects are and/or they should be things
the children don’t know how to say in English.
Encourage the children to guess. 

2 If a child guesses correctly, nod your head or make
a fun sound and say Yes, I am. If a guess is incorrect,
shake your head or make a fun sound and say No,
I’m not.

3 When the children guess incorrectly, if necessary,
give one or more hints to stimulate their curiosity.
When the children want to say What are you?!
encourage them to say this, and answer in a natural
tone of voice I’m a … .

4 Open Class Books to page 18. Let the children
guess what is happening, and read the dialogue.

Absurd questions

Equipment:  Vocabulary cards. Pictures of animals. 
Notebooks or pieces of paper. 

1 Draw or stick a picture on the board or place a
card on the board ledge. The picture should be of a
word the children know, and should have regular
phonic spelling.

2 Either draw a picture of yourself, Fred the
hippopotamus, or another character the children
like, meeting the animal in the picture or card, or
get one of the children to do this. 

3 Either you or one of the children writes an absurd
Are you a … ? question in a speech bubble on the
board and looks puzzled. For example, if the picture
is of a shark, you could write something like Are you
a banana?

4 Draw a speech bubble for the animal that’s being
asked the question, and either get the children to tell
you what to write, or get one of the children to write
No, I’m not. Do the same for What are you? and I’m a
(shark).

5 Show the children more pictures of animals. The
children draw pictures of themselves or other
characters meeting these animals with the following
dialogue written in speech bubbles: Are you a
(something absurd)? No, I’m not. What are you? I’m
a … . Encourage the children to have fun with the
first question.

Teaching tip:  If possible, erase the dialogue from the
board before the children write their own dialogues.
If this is too difficult, erase part of the dialogue.

Variation:  The dialogue can be practiced orally
instead of or before writing it. In this case, the
children ask each other absurd questions about
pictures.

33

Building fl uencyBuilding fl uency

1818

33

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

Are you a duck?

No, I’m not.

What are you?

I’m a chicken.
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GGaammee
Team mime

Equipment:  Class Book page 19. Vocabulary 
cards. A watch or clock. 

1 Open Class Books to page 19. Appear
fascinated by the page. Let the children guess
what is happening.

2 Divide the children into two (or more) teams.
Each team can be given a name.

3 The first time the game is played, it is best if
one team plays and the other teams watch. You
hold the pile of animal cards, and stand near
the team that is playing.

4 Each child on the team takes turns miming
an animal (objects can be added as the game
progresses) for the rest of her team to guess. She
must mime the animal that she is shown
secretly by you. Her team only has one guess.

5 If they guess correctly, the child who is
miming answers Yes, I am, the team gets one
point and another child mimes the next animal.
If they guess incorrectly, she answers No, I’m not,
the rest of the team says What are you? and she
says I’m a ... , before another child on the team
mimes the next animal.

6 There is a time limit for each team. The
winning team is the one that gets the most
points within that time limit.

Teaching tip:  After the children understand how
to play the game, all teams may be able to play
at the same time. You can stand in a position
equidistant from each team and the children
can come to you to be shown pictures of the
animals they have to mime. One of the children
can also take over your role (and be called the
hippopotamus).

19 19 

Listening

Speaking

GameGame

33
Team mime

Are you a goat?

Yes, I am.

33
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WWoorrddss  iinn  aaccttiioonn
I can see ...

Equipment:  Class Book page 20.

1 Open Class Books to page 20. and give the
children a chance to look at the top picture and get
a feel for what’s happening.

2 Say I can see a … a couple of times, looking
around the room in an excited way. 

3 See if the children understand and can make
similar sentences. If they can’t, make a couple more
I can see … sentences, pointing to your eyes and
then to the thing you can see.

4 The children take turns saying things they can see
around the room. When the children want to say
things but don’t know how to do so in English, help
them to discover the English words they need.

Window

Equipment:  Class Book page 20. Pictures of, e.g.,
beach or park scenes.

1 Open Class Books to page 20, and give the
children a chance to look at the bottom picture and
get a feel for what’s happening.

2 The children gather around a window, or just look
out the window from where they are, and take turns,
individually or in teams, saying the things they can
see. When the children want to say things but don’t
know how to do so in English, help them to discover
the English words they need.

Variation:  When there is no window, or nothing
much to see through the window, the children can
use pictures of scenes such as on the beach. This
activity can also be used as an extension of the
Window activity, not just as a replacement for it.

WWoorrdd  sseett
From the window

Equipment: Class Book page 21. The “From the 
window” picture cards (see page 122 or Teacher’s 
CD-ROM). Vocabulary cards from previous units. 

1 Open Class Books to page 21. Appear curious
about the page as if you are trying to figure out
what the things are in English. See if the children
can tell you. If you ask What is it?, ask as if you are
not completely sure, or ask with a puppet or stuffed
animal that genuinely doesn’t know.

2 Play any of the games the children know so far,
using the “From the window” picture cards mixed
up with other vocabulary and/or word cards.

Words Words 
in actionin action

20  20  

33

Listening

Speaking

I can see a car.

Window

I can see

I can see a window.

I can see a fl ower.

I can see a bag.

From the window

21 21 

Listening

Speaking

Word setWord set

33

33
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EExxeerrcciissee
Equipment:  Class Book page 22. Notebooks. 

1 Open Class Books to page 22. Look at the Exercise
section as if you are wondering what to do.
Encourage the children to help you. Focus on the
first dialogue and encourage the children to show
you what should be written in the bubble.

2 The children try to do the exercise individually.

3 Open notebooks. The children draw pictures of
Fred, or another character they like, talking to
various animals and write the dialogue between
Fred and the animals. Each dialogue has four lines,
and it’s best if the first question is absurd.

DDiiccttaattiioonn
Equipment:  Class Book page 22. Notebooks. 

Class Audio (optional).

1 Open Class Books to page 22. Dictate gently or
play the recording:

1    ar-car card shark
2    ea-seal leaf peach
3    ou-house mouse house

Repeat each word as many times as necessary.

2 If necessary, the children can do more of the same
kind of practice in their notebooks.

33

ExerciseExercise

22 22   

33

Reading

Writing

Listening

Writing

DictationDictation

1     _____      __________      ____________ 

2     _____      __________      ____________ 

3     _____      ____________      _____________ 

_______    ,    ___      _____   .

Are you a fox?

Are you a frog?

_______    ,    ___’___      _______   .

___’___     ___      _____________   .

___________     ________     ______  ?
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A sample plan for the first lesson

1 What color is it?

2 Have / has

3 Guess what it is

4 Descriptions

5 Review phonics or a previous 
pattern through a game or song

6 Switching questions

7 Absurd questions

8 Home Book preparation

A sample plan for a follow-up lesson

1 Game – Touch and write

2 Pictures

3 Descriptions

4 I like ...

5 The rainbow song

6 Review phonics or a previous 
pattern through a game or song

7 Exercise

8 Home Book preparation

UUnniitt

44

TTaarrggeett  ppaatttteerrnn
What color is it?

Equipment:  Class Book page 23. Class Audio 
(optional). Color cards and vocabulary cards 
from Level 1.

1 Play one of the card games the children know and
like, using vocabulary cards, where the children
practice the question What is it? as well as the
answer It’s a … . When the children are focused on

the game, innocently slip one or two of the new
color cards into the game and step back. 
2 When the children notice the cards, or need to
identify them in order to play the game, give them a
chance to try and guess what they are or ask you
what the cards are. 

3 If a child asks you or another child What is it?, or
doesn’t know what question to ask about a color
card, help her to say What color is it? If a child can’t
say the name of a color during the course of the
game, encourage her to ask you, and answer
naturally It’s (blue).

4 The children can discover some or all of the colors
in a similar way, either in the same card game or in
various card games. During these games, the
children should ask What is it? about vocabulary
cards and What color is it? about color cards.

5 Open Class Books to page 23. Appear fascinated
by the page. Let the children guess what is
happening and identify the colors on the page.

Option:  Play the recording.

Guess what it is

1 Think of an animal or object and tell the children
what color it is (e.g., It’s red and white) and ask What
is it?

2 The children guess what it is, using the pattern Is
it a … ? They have a limited number of guesses (e.g.,
five or ten).

3 The children do the activity in pairs or small
groups. They can either score one point for a correct
answer or more points for getting the answer more
quickly (e.g., if they have five guesses, they could get
five points for guessing correctly with their first
guess, four for answering with their second guess, 
etc.).

44

23   23   

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

What color is it? Target patternTarget pattern

purple

white

pink
green

gray red

orange
yellow

brown
blue

What color is it?

It’s red.

black
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Descriptions

Equipment:  Notebooks.

1 Write a sentence on the board that describes an
animal or object. Use the pattern A (panda) is black
and white. Write another sentence starting with My,
such as My dog is black and brown.

2 The children then try to write similar sentences
using their own ideas. If they find this difficult, start
the first few or all of the sentences for them, for
example A banana is … , My pen is … . If there are
colors that are too difficult for the children to write
at this stage (e.g., the colors that have irregular
spellings such as blue, purple), write these on the
board.

Variation:  The children can practice these kinds of
sentences orally either before or instead of writing.

Home Book

The Home Book pages can be completed at any point
between here and the end of the unit. Before being
asked to do any of the exercises in the Home Book,
children should be shown exactly what they are
expected to do. 

Children color the
picture according to the
key.

Children color the
pictures according to
the key and then
complete the sentences
about them.

Children write the
words in the squares
under the pictures.

Children color the
pictures according to
the key. They then
complete the sentences
about the pictures in
the first exercise and
write questions and
answers for the second
exercise in their
notebooks.

44

Children write the words in the spaces under the pictures.

44

17

44

18

Children color the picture according to the key.

What color is it?

15

44

Children color the pictures according to the key, then complete the sentences about them.16

44
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BBuuiillddiinngg  fflluueennccyy
Switching questions

Equipment:   Class Book page 24. Class Audio 
(optional). Various vocabulary cards and some 
other pictures.

1 Put a card in a box, in your pocket, behind you,
or conceal it in some other way. Indicate that the
children should guess what it is.

2 When a child makes a guess, make sure she is
using the pattern Is it a … ? Either answer Yes, it is or
No, it isn’t. If the answer is No, prompt her (or the
whole class) to ask What is it? and show the card as
you answer It’s a … . 

3 Continue with a few other cards until the children
are comfortable with the dialogue.

4 When they are ready to extend the dialogue,
answer It’s a … without showing the card. Instead,
prompt a child to guess the color by suggesting she
says Is it red? Is it blue? Is it green? If the child says Is
it red?, prompt her to extend the question by saying
and? If your answer is No, it isn’t, prompt her (or the
whole class) to ask What color is it? and show the
card as you answer It’s … and ... .

5 The children may be able to remember the colors
of many of the Flashcards. If so, mix in other
pictures of objects or animals that have clearly
recognizable colors.

6 Open Class Books to page 24. Appear fascinated
by the page. Let the children guess what is
happening and read the dialogue. They then read it
aloud, either individually or as a class.

7 Close Class Books. Put the children into pairs or
groups (unless the class is small) and do the same
activity again. One child conceals a picture and the
other child tries to guess what it is and what color 
it is. 

Option:  Play the recording.

Teaching tip:  The objective is for the children to
produce an eight-line dialogue smoothly and
quickly with slightly dramatic intonation.

Variation:  It is possible to make the activity into a
game, with the children hiding one of between three
and ten possible cards, and by allowing the children
a certain number of guesses (they could get one
point for each correct guess).

Absurd questions

Equipment:  Vocabulary cards. Notebooks or 
pieces of paper.

1 Show one of the children a picture and ask her if
it is something that it obviously is not. For example,
if it is a picture of a cow, ask her Is it an ant? This
leads to the dialogue:

Is it a … ?
No, it isn’t.
What is it?
It’s a … .

2 Ask her if the picture is colored in a way that it
obviously is not. For example, if it is blue and white,
ask her if it is purple and pink. This leads to the
dialogue:

Is it … and … ?
No, it isn’t.
What color is it?
It’s … .

3 Practice with a few other cards until the children
get the idea.

4 Put the children into pairs and give each pair a
number of vocabulary cards. They make eight-line
dialogues about each card. Encourage them to make
absurd questions.

Building fl uency      Building fl uency      

2424

44

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

Is it a frog?

No, it isn’t.

What is it?

It’s a rabbit.

Is it gray and yellow?

No, it isn’t.

What color is it?

It’s black and white. 

44
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GGaammee
Touch and write

Equipment:  Class Book page 25.
Color cards and dice. 

1 Open Class Books to page 25. Appear
fascinated by the page. Let the children guess
what is happening.

2 Divide the children into two (or more) teams.
Each team can have a name. There should be a
pile of color cards and a die.

3 One child puts the top color card at the
bottom of the pile and rolls the die. 

4 One child from each team races to touch the
number of things indicated by the die that are
of the color indicated by the top color card. For
example, if the top card is green and the die
shows a five, the children race to touch five
green things. These things can be real things in
the room, or cards or pictures that have been
placed around the room.

5 After touching the required number of things
of the required color, the children race to the
board and write each thing on the board. The
rest of the team helps with the spelling by
calling out letters.

6 When one child starts to write on the board,
the next child on the team can start to touch
things indicated by the next roll of the dice. If
her team is ahead of the other team(s), she goes
to the pile of cards, turns the top card over, and
rolls the die to indicate the number and color of
things all the teams should touch.

Variation:  If there is a big difference in the
ability of the children, it is usually best for each
team to have their own pile of color cards and
die and to go at their own pace. In this case,
they can race to do well in the game, for
example, to turn over more cards in a given
time than they have done before, so the teams
are not competing against each other.

44

25   25    

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

GameGame

44
Touch and write

g k

Teaching tip:  If possible, erase the dialogue from the
board before the children make their own dialogues.
If this is too difficult, erase part of the dialogue.

Variation:  The children can write these eight-line
dialogues about vocabulary cards.
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WWoorrddss  iinn  aaccttiioonn
Pictures

Equipment:  Class Book page 26. Color cards. 

1 Open Class Books to page 26, and give the
children a chance to look at the top picture and get
a feel for what’s happening.

2 Either groups of children or the whole class look at
pictures of scenes such as a town, a park, etc.  One
child puts the top color card at the bottom of the
pile, and they try to find things in the picture that
are the same color as the new top card. When a
child finds something, she says I can see a (blue flower).

3 The children can do the same thing for a different
color and/or a different picture. 

I like ...

Equipment: Class Book page 26. Color cards. 

1 Open Class Books to page 26, and give the
children a chance to look at the bottom picture and
get a feel for what’s happening.

2 One child puts the top color card at the bottom of
the pile, and each child says something she likes
that is of that color. For example, I like (blue hats). 

AAccttiioonn  ssoonngg
The rainbow song

Equipment: Class Book page 27. Class Audio. 
Color cards. Pieces of paper (optional).

1 Put the cards in a place where all the children can
see them in the same sequence as in the song. Leave
a space between the cards at the beginning of a new
line in the song.

2 Hum the melody of the song, play it on a musical
instrument, or play the recording (the version
without words).

3 Point to the first color and sing red. Touch the
second color and sing and … . See how much of the
song the children can sing. 

4 Open Class Books to page 27. Let the children
look at the song by themselves, and either read the
words or get a feel for what’s happening. 

5 The children try to sing the song. If they need
help, play the recording (the version with words).

Variation:  The children can take color cards from a
bag or box, and sing the colors in the sequence that
they draw them out. Alternatively, either now or
later, you could use pieces of paper with the names

Words Words 
in actionin action

26  26  

44

Listening

Speaking

I can see a 
yellow house.

I like red apples.

Pictures

I like …

Red and yellow and pink and green,
Purple and orange and blue.

I can see a rainbow, see a rainbow,
See a rainbow too.

The rainbow 
song

27 27 

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Action songAction song

4   4   

DD

Red              and              yel    -    low         and                pink             and            green,

D G D Gm

I         can       see         a        rain    -     bow,                                see        a         rain     -     bow,

A7 D

See             a             rain        -        bow                     too.

Em D A7

Pur     -    ple           and                   o    -     range         and                    blue.

44
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of colors written on them, so that the children can
practice reading.

EExxeerrcciissee
Equipment:  Class Book page 28. Notebooks. 

1 Open Class Books to page 28. Look at the Exercise
section as if you are wondering what to do.
Encourage the children to help you. Focus on the
first dialogue, and encourage the children to show
you what should be written on the second line.

2 The children try to do the exercise individually.

3 Open notebooks. Put some vocabulary cards in a
row along the ledge of the board with the picture
side facing the children. Above each card, write a
color or two colors followed by a question mark (e.g.,
above a picture of a duck, you might write blue and
green?).

4 The children either write:

Is it … and … ?
Yes, it is.

or:
Is it … and … ?
No, it isn’t.
What color is it?
It’s … and … .

5 Write the name of an object or animal as well as
a color above the cards (e.g., above a picture of a
cow, you might write sheep? green and pink?). The
children write an eight-line dialogue.

DDiiccttaattiioonn
Equipment:  Class Book page 28. Notebooks.

Class Audio (optional).

1 Open Class Books to page 28. Dictate gently or
play the recording:

1 ee-tree bee green
2 ow-cow crown brown
3 ow-window bowl window

Repeat each word as many times as necessary.

2 If necessary, the children can do more of the same
kind of practice in their notebooks.

44

ExerciseExercise

28 28   

44

Reading

Writing

Listening

Writing

DictationDictation

1     _____      __________      ____________ 

2     _____      ____________      ____________ 

3     _____      ____________      _____________ 

_______    ,    _____      _____   .

Is it brown and white?

Is it green and blue?

______    ,    ______      ______’_____   .

_________    __________      _____      _____  ?

______’___    ___________     and     ___________   .
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A sample plan for the first lesson

1 This / that

2 Like / likes

3 Introducing th

4 Combining patterns

5 What’s this / that in English?

6 Review phonics or a previous 
pattern through a game or song

7 Switching questions

8 Home Book preparation

A sample plan for a follow-up lesson

1 Game – Touch and point

2 Aliens

3 This / that

4 Guess

5 Switching questions

6 At the zoo

7 Exercise

8 Home Book preparation

UUnniitt

55

TTaarrggeett  ppaatttteerrnn
This / that

Equipment:  Vocabulary cards from Level 1. 
Words written on cardboard or paper.

1 Put some cards in a row near you and near the
children in a place where all the children can see
them. If this is not possible, stand or sit among the
children, and you or one of the children can hold
the cards up one by one. Put some other vocabulary
cards in a row in a place away from you and the
children (e.g., on the board ledge).

2 Chant in a hesitant way, as if you are discovering
what to do (there’s an example of this on My CD)
This is a (dog) and that’s a (cat). This is a (cap) and
that’s a (hat). It’s nice if the last words in pairs of
sentences rhyme, but this is not essential.

3 Encourage the children to join in, and, once they
get the idea, to clap in time to the rhythm. For
example:

This is a dog and that’s a cat.
This is a cap and that’s a hat.
This a toy and that’s a box.
This is a frog and that’s a fox, etc.

4 Gradually withdraw from the chant, and just add
more cards. The first cards can have the picture side
showing and later cards can have the word side
showing. 

Teaching tip:  If the children are really enjoying the
activity, add new words for them to read. These
words can be real words they have never seen
before, fun imaginary words, the names of monsters
or aliens, etc. 

Introducing th

Equipment:  Some double-letter cards, including 
the sh, ch, and th cards.

1 Play one of the card games the children know,
using the double-letter cards from Level 1. When the
children are focused on the game, innocently slip in
the th card.

2 When the children notice the card, or need to
identify the sound th makes in order to play the
game, give them a chance to try and guess the
sound, to turn over the card and guess how to read
the words on the other side, or to ask you what the
sound is. 

3 If they do not do any of these things, or try, but
cannot guess the sound, smile mischievously, or look
puzzled in order to stimulate their interest in solving
this new puzzle, and then say the sound. Encourage
one of the children to turn over the card. If they
cannot read the words on the other side by
themselves, help them. Th is now referred to as thuh
this or that, or just thuh.
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What’s this / that in English?

Equipment:  Class Book page 29. Class Audio 
(optional). Vocabulary cards, pictures or common 
objects. 

1 Ask a few familiar questions, such as How old are
you?, Where do you live? at random around the class.
Slip in the question What’s this in English?, holding
up an object or picture as you do so. Don’t draw
particular attention to the question. 

2 After asking the question, regardless of whether a
child can answer or not, continue asking a few more
questions at random, including What’s this in
English? about another object or picture you hold up,
and What’s that in English? about an object or picture
you point to. If the children cannot answer the new
question, but have noticed it and are curious about
it, encourage them to ask you. Help if necessary, and
then answer naturally It’s a … .

3 One child either holds up a picture or object and
asks another child What’s this in English?, or points to
a picture or object and asks What’s that in English?

4 Open Class Books to page 29. Appear fascinated
by the page. Let the children guess what is

happening and try to read it by themselves. They
then read it aloud, either individually or as a class.

Option:  Play the recording.

Teaching tip:  This can be an opportunity to widen
the children’s vocabulary. They may point to things
around the room or to new cards that they don’t
know how to say in English.

Home Book

The Home Book pages can be completed at any point
between here and the end of the unit. Before being
asked to do any of the exercises in the Home Book,
children should be shown exactly what they are
expected to do. 

Children complete the
sentences.

Children complete the
sentences.

Children write the
words in the crossword.
The words are shown
by the pictures under
the crossword.

Children write a
dialogue in their
notebooks for each
picture. (What color is
this / that? It’s … .)

55

21

55

Children write a dialogue in their notebooks for each picture. (What color is it? It’s …)22

55

What’s this / that in English?

19

55

20

55

55

29   29   

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

This / That Target patternTarget pattern

What’s this in English?

What’s that in English?

It’s a peach.

… It’s … an owl.

th
this / that
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BBuuiillddiinngg  fflluueennccyy
Switching questions

Equipment:  Class Book page 30. Class Audio 
(optional). Vocabulary cards, pictures, or common 
objects. 

1 Touch or point to a card, picture, or object and ask
one of the children What’s this/that in English? After
she answers, ask What color is it? It is more fun if she
has to identify as many colors as possible.

2 The children do the same in pairs, groups, or as a
class. The objective is for the children to challenge
each other to say what things are in English, and to
describe the color of the cards, pictures, or objects
that contain a number of colors. 

3 Open Class Books to page 30. Appear fascinated
by the page. Let the children guess what is
happening and read the dialogue. They then read it
aloud, either individually or as a class.

Option:  Play the recording.

Teaching tip:  This is another good opportunity for
the children to learn new words if they like the
activity. You can mix in cards/pictures/objects that
they don’t know the English for yet. Their interest in
the activity stimulates them to want to know how to
say the new things in English.

GGaammee
Touch and point

Equipment:  Class Book page 31. Vocabulary
cards, pictures, or common objects.

1 Open Class Books to page 31. Appear
fascinated by the page. Let the children guess
what is happening.

2 Call out an instruction, e.g., Touch this book,
Point to that house, Touch this bag!, etc. As you do
so, touch or point to the object with the whole
class until they get the idea. (If there are not many
objects that the children can easily see, place
vocabulary cards or pictures around the room.)

3 Gradually withdraw, until you are only
vaguely looking in the direction of the object
you ask them to point to or touch.

Building fl uency      Building fl uency      

3030

55

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing
It’s a house.

What’s this in English?

What color is it?

It’s red and white.

What’s that in English?

It’s a tree.

What color is it?

It’s red, yellow 
and brown.

55

31    31     

Listening

Speaking

GameGame

55
Touch and point

Point to that window.
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4 The children take turns calling out the
instructions.

Teaching tip:  This is another good activity for
widening vocabulary. When a child wants to
call out the name of some object in the room
that she does not know how to say in English,
you can help her to discover the English word.

Variation:   Over a period of time, various other
instructions can be introduced, such as Open … ,
Close … , Read … , Write … , Pick up … , Say … ,
Take … , Go … , Look … , Lift … , Draw … , 
Color … , Give … , Show … , Hide … , Put… .

55

AliensWords Words 
in actionin action

32  32  

55

Listening

Speaking

What’s an elephant?

It has a long …

Guess

It’s gray.

It’s black. 
It has 4 legs.

WWoorrddss  iinn  aaccttiioonn
Aliens

Equipment:  Class Book page 32. Vocabulary cards, 
pictures, or common objects. 

1 Open Class Books to page 32 and give the
children a chance to look at the top picture and get
a feel for what’s happening.

2 Pretend to be an alien who doesn’t know what
things on Earth are. Point to pictures, cards, or

objects and ask the children questions, such as
What’s this? or What’s that?, followed by What’s a
(rabbit)? When the children try to tell you, help
them to say things like It has (a tail). It likes (carrots).

3 In pairs, groups, teams, or as a class, the children
take turns being an alien.

Teaching tip:  The children can discover how to say
new patterns when they are trying to express
themselves, such as It lives in (Africa). It can (fly).  
It eats (meat).

Guess

Equipment:  Class Book page 32. 

1 Open Class Books to page 32 and give the
children a chance to look at the bottom picture and
get a feel for what’s happening.

2 Describe an animal sentence by sentence, using
patterns the children know or can discover the
meaning of, such as It has (four legs). It’s (green). It
likes (bananas).

3 After each sentence, invite the children to guess
what the animal is.

4 The children take turns describing animals in
pairs, groups, teams, or as a class.
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WWoorrdd  sseett
At the zoo

Equipment: Class Book page 33. The “At the zoo” 
picture cards (see page 123 or Teacher’s CD-ROM). 
Vocabulary and/or word cards.  

1 Open Class Books to page 33. Appear curious
about the page as if you are trying to figure out
what the things are in English. See if the children
can tell you. If you ask What is it?, ask as if you are
not completely sure, or ask with a puppet or stuffed
animal that genuinely doesn’t know.

2 Play any of the games the children know so far,
using the “At the zoo” picture cards mixed up with
other vocabulary and/or word cards.

EExxeerrcciissee
Equipment:  Class Book page 34. Vocabulary cards. 

Notebooks. 

1 Open Class Books to page 34. Look at the Exercise
section as if you are wondering what to do.
Encourage the children to help you. Focus on the
first dialogue and encourage the children to show
you what should be written on the lines in the
bubbles.

2 The children try to do the exercise individually.

3 Open notebooks. Put a vocabulary card near the
children (e.g., on the table they are sitting at). Put a
number 1 card next to it, or write 1 on a piece of
paper. The children write:

1 What’s this in English?
It’s a … .

4 Put another vocabulary card somewhere away
from the children (e.g., on the board ledge). Put a
number 2 card next to it, or write 2 on a piece of
paper. The children write:

2    What’s that in English?
It’s a … .

5 Continue in the same way with other cards.

At the zoo

33 33 

Listening

Speaking

Word setWord set

5   5   
ExerciseExercise

34 34   

55

Reading

Writing

Listening

Writing

DictationDictation

1     ___________      ____      ____    ?

2     ___________      ___________      ____      ____    ? 

3     _______’____      ____________       ____      ___________    ? 

_______’____    _____    __________   .

What’s   _________    _____    __________   ?

_______’____    __________    _____    __________   ?

_______’____    _____    __________   .

4     _______’____      ____________       ____      ___________    ?

55
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Teaching tip:  It’s probably more realistic if the
children draw themselves, or an animal, asking the
questions in speech bubbles, though there may or
may not be time to do this. 

DDiiccttaattiioonn
Equipment:  Class Book page 34. 

Class Audio (optional). Notebooks. 

1 Open Class Books to page 34. Dictate gently or
play the recording:

1 What is it?
2 What color is it?
3 What’s this in English?
4 What’s that in English?

Repeat each question as many times as necessary.

2 If necessary, the children can do more of the same
kind of practice in their notebooks.

55
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A sample plan for the first lesson

1 They are ... (-s)

2 Combining patterns

3 1–100

4 Guess and write

5 Review phonics or a previous 
pattern through a game or song

6 Game – Hitting letters

7 Home Book preparation

A sample plan for a follow-up lesson

1 Game – Hitting letters

2 What’s big?

3 They are ... (–s)

4 Ten little animals

5 Guess and write

6 Song – Ten little elephants

7 Exercise

8 Home Book preparation

UUnniitt

66

TTaarrggeett  ppaatttteerrnn
They are ... (-s)

Equipment:  Class Book page 35. Class Audio 
(optional). Color cards, vocabulary cards from 
Level 1, and plural cards, excluding the ones 
ending in -es. 

1 Play one of the card games from Level 1 using
vocabulary cards, where the children practice the
question What is it? as well as the answer It’s a … .

When the children are focused on the game,
innocently slip one or two of the new plural cards
into the game and step back. 

2 When the children notice the new cards, or need
to identify them in order to play the game, give
them a chance to try and guess the question to ask
and answer.

3 If a child asks you or another child What is it?, or
doesn’t know what question to ask about a plural
card, help her to say What are they? If a child can’t
say They are … during the course of the game and
can’t learn from the other children, encourage her
to ask you, and answer naturally They are (dogs).

4 The children can continue to practice plurals in
a similar way, either in the same card game or in
various card games. During these games, the
children should ask What is it? about vocabulary
cards and What are they? about plural cards.

5 Open Class Books to page 35. Appear fascinated
by the page. Let the children guess what is
happening and read the dialogue and the words on
the page.

Option:  Play the recording.

Guess and write

Equipment:  Notebooks or pieces of paper.

1 Invite one of the children to choose one of the
plural cards secretly, and to hide it or put it behind
her back. Get the other children to guess what the
card is, and to write They are … sentences on pieces
of paper or in their notebooks.

2 The children show their sentences and then the
child who hid the card reveals what it is. 

3 The children take turns hiding cards, either in
teams or as a whole class. Children who make a
correct guess can get a point either for their team
or themselves.

66

35   35   

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

Target patternTarget patternThey are … (-s)

What are they?

They are owls.

windows

owls

cats

books
cups

pens

desks
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Home Book

The Home Book pages can be completed at any point
between here and the end of the unit. Before being
asked to do any of the exercises in the Home Book,
children should be shown exactly what they are
expected to do. 

Children complete the
sentences.

Children complete the
sentences and draw a
path through the maze
from the cat to the
mouse.

Children draw a picture
in the frame for each
word.

Children connect the
dots and then write a
dialogue in their
notebooks for each
picture. (What are they?
They are … or What is it?
It’s a … .)

66

Children draw a picture in the frame for each word. 25

66

Children join the dots, then write a dialogue in their notebooks for each picture. (What are they? They are … or What is it? It’s a …)26

66

They are ... (-s)

23

66

24

66
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NNuummbbeerrss
1–100

Equipment:  Class Book page 36. Class Audio 
(optional). Numbers 20–100 (see pages 124–6 or 
Teacher’s CD-ROM. A soft ball and/or a stuffed 
animal).

1 Say and mime Please stand up. Gesture that you
are going to throw the soft ball or animal to one of
the children, and get the children to say one hundred
with you.

2 Indicate that the child who has the ball should
throw it to somebody else. Write the number 20 on
the board. The whole class says twenty. The children
continue counting in tens until 100. Only write
numbers on the board if it’s necessary.

3 Say a number between one and 100 (e.g., 32). The
children count in sequence from that number,
throwing the soft ball or animal, and sitting down
when they make a mistake. Either you, or one of the
children, or a puppet, or animal, holds a finger up
to indicate they should count forward, a finger down
to indicate that they should count backward, and a
finger horizontal to indicate that they should repeat
the same number until you point a finger up or

down. The children can continue to throw the ball
as they do this.

4 Open Class Books to page 36. Let the children
look at the picture and guess what is happening.

Option:  Play the recording.

Variation:  When the children are ready, they can
count in multiples of two, or three, or another
number, or count backwards.  

66

Numbers      Numbers      

3636

66

Listening

Speaking

41

44

42 43

46
Out!

1–100

GGaammee
Hitting letters

Equipment:  Class Book page 37. 
A sticky or soft ball. 

1 Open Class Books to page 37. Appear
fascinated by the page. Let the children guess
what is happening.

2 Write letters and double-letter sounds on the
board, or dictate these for the children to write
on the board. It should be possible to make
plural words from the letters or sounds you
choose.

Hitting letters

37    37     

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

GameGame

66
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66

WWoorrddss  iinn  aaccttiioonn
What’s big?

Equipment:  Class Book page 38.

1 Open Class Books to page 38 and give the
children a chance to look at the top picture and get
a feel for what’s happening.

2 Say (An elephant)’s big! stretching your hands out
wide and stretching out the word big. If necessary,
give another example.

3 Ask the children What’s big? The children say
things they think are big. Help if necessary.

Teaching tip:  The children can discover new words
for things they think are big, but don’t yet know
how to say in English.

Variation:  Instead of asking What’s big?, the
question could be What’s little? What’s hot? What’s
cold? If you use the activity later, the question could
be What’s long? What’s dangerous?, etc.

Ten little animals

Equipment:  Class Book page 38.

1 Open Class Books to page 38 and give the
children a chance to look at the bottom picture and
get a feel for what’s happening.

2 Say Ten little animals. When you say little, put your
fingers close together. If necessary, say something
like An elephant’s big! A mouse is little.

3 The children take turns thinking of animals and
insects that are little.

Teaching tip:  The children can also discover new
English words during this activity. 

Variation:  The number can be increased to twenty.
Instead of little animals, the children can think of
big animals. If you use the activity later, they can
think of ten long animals, short animals, dangerous
animals, etc.

3 Either you or the children draw fun shapes
around each of the letters or sounds.

4 Divide the children into two or more teams.
The teams take turns throwing the ball at the
shapes on the board.

5 When a child from one team hits one of the
letters or sounds, she writes it on a section of the
board allocated to her team. Each team collects
letters or sounds, and tries to make plural words
out of them.

What’s big?Words Words 
in actionin action

38  38  

6     6     

Listening

Speaking

2, a frog

Ten little animals

A cow’s big.

1, a mouse
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AAccttiioonn  ssoonngg
Ten little elephants

Equipment: Class Book page 39. Class Audio 
(optional). Pictures of elephants (see pages 
127–128 or Teacher’s CD-ROM). 

1 Hum the melody of the song, play it on a musical
instrument, or play the recording.

2 Hold up the picture of ten elephants, but cover
nine of them. Sing one little, two little, three little
elephants, gradually uncovering the pictures.

3 Go back to the beginning. Start singing the first
verse with the children, but stop singing as soon as
they are able to do it by themselves.

4 Open Class Books to page 39. Let the children
look at the song by themselves, and guess how to
read it. They then sing it aloud, either individually
or as a class. As they sing, one of the children can
cover or uncover the pictures of the elephants.

5 Repeat the above procedure for the second verse,
gradually covering up the elephants, using the
picture of ten elephants for the first two verses, and
the picture of one hundred elephants for the second
two verses.

6 Close Class Books. The children sing again,
prompted by one child covering or uncovering the
elephants.

7 Either give each of the children a number between
one and ten, or have them draw numbers from a
bag or box. In a small class, one child may have
more than one number.

8 The children choose a new animal instead of the
elephants, and sing the first two verses. When a
child’s number is sung in the first verse, she stands
up or sits down. If there is time, or on another
occasion, the children can be numbered 10, 20, 30,
etc., and sing the last two verses in the same way.

Variation:  Instead of standing up and sitting down,
the children could hold up ten fingers one by one.
Alternatively, they could dance in a circle around a
circle of chairs, and on the final word of each song,
all try to sit down on fewer chairs than there are
children. Those who don’t sit down are out. The
number of chairs is reduced by one after each verse.

Ten little
elephants

39 39 

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Action songAction song

6   6  

1 little, 2 little, 3 little elephants,
4 little, 5 little, 6 little elephants,
7 little, 8 little, 9 little elephants,

10 little elephant boys.

10 little, 9 little, 8 little elephants,
7 little, 6 little, 5 little elephants,
4 little, 3 little, 2 little elephants,

1 little elephant girl.

10 little, 20 little, 30 little elephants,
40 little, 50 little, 60 little elephants,
70 little, 80 little, 90 little elephants,

100 little elephant boys.

100 little, 90 little, 80 little elephants,
70 little, 60 little, 50 little elephants,
40 little, 30 little, 20 little elephants,

10 little elephant girls.

E B

  1     lit - tle,  2     lit - tle,   3    lit - tle  e-le-phants,   4     lit -tle,  5     lit - tle,    6    lit - tle  e-le-phants, 

E B7 E

7      lit - tle,   8       lit - tle,    9      lit - tle    e-le-phants,    10      lit - tle    e-le-phant      boys.

66
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EExxeerrcciissee
Equipment:  Class Book page 40. Plural and 

vocabulary cards. Notebooks. 

1 Open Class Books to page 40. Look at the Exercise
section as if you are wondering what to do.
Encourage the children to help you. Focus on the
first dialogue, and encourage the children to show
you what should be written.

2 The children try to do the exercise individually.

3 Open notebooks. Place some plural and
vocabulary cards in a row with the pictures facing
the children (e.g., along the board ledge). The
children write What is it? It’s a … or What are they … ?
They are … about each card.

DDiiccttaattiioonn
Equipment:  Class Book page 40. 

Class Audio (optional). Notebooks. 

1 Open Class Books to page 40. Dictate gently or
play the recording:

1 this that they
2 cars cards carpets
3 boats coats goats

Repeat each word as many times as necessary.

2 If necessary, the children can do more of the same
kind of practice in their notebooks.

ExerciseExercise

40 40   

66

Listening

Writing

DictationDictation

Reading

Writing

1     ___________      ___________      ___________    

2     ___________      ___________      _______________    

3     ___________      ___________      ___________     

______’___    _____    __________   .

What  _____    _____   ?

__________    ________    __________   .

_________    _______    _________   ?

66
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A sample plan for the first lesson

1 What are they? They are ... (-es)

2 I’m sorry I’m late

3 Guess and write

4 Plurals ending in -es

5 Aliens

6 -s and -es

7 Home Book preparation

A sample plan for a follow-up lesson

1 Game – Counting cards

2 Game – Phonic air race

3 Window

4 a + silent e

5 Review phonics or a previous 
pattern through a game or song

6 Letter tiles

7 Exercise

8 Home Book preparation

UUnniitt

77

TTaarrggeett  ppaatttteerrnn
They are ... (-es)

Equipment:  Class Book page 41. Class Audio 
(optional). Color cards, vocabulary cards from 
Level 1, and all the plural cards. 

1 Play one of the card games the children know and
like using vocabulary cards, where the children
practice the question What is it? as well as the
answer It’s a … , and plural cards from the previous

unit where they practice What are they? They are … .
When the children are focused on the game,
innocently slip one or two of the new plural cards
into the game and step back. 

2 When the children notice the new cards, or need
to identify them in order to play the game, give
them a chance to try and guess how to say the new
plurals, or to turn over the cards and read the
sentences on the back.

3 If a child doesn’t know what to say during the
course of the game, and can’t learn from other
children, encourage her to ask you What are they?
and answer naturally They are (horses).

4 The children can continue to practice plurals in a
similar way, either in the same card game or in
various card games. During these games, the
children should ask What is it? about vocabulary
cards and What are they? about plural cards.

5 Open Class Books to page 41. Appear fascinated
by the page. Let the children guess what is
happening and read the dialogue and the words on
the page.

Option:  Play the recording.

Guess and write

Equipment:  Notebooks or pieces of paper. 
Plural cards.

1 Invite one of the children to choose one of the
plural cards secretly, and to hide it or put it behind
her back. Get the other children to guess what the
card is, and to write They are … sentences on pieces
of paper or in their notebooks.

2 The children show their sentences, and then the
child who hid the card reveals what it is. 

3 The children take turns hiding cards, either in
teams or as a whole class. Children who make a

77

41   41   

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

Target patternTarget patternThey are … (-es)

What are they?

They are octopuses.

houses

buses octopuses

hippopotamuses
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correct guess can get a point either for their team or
themselves.

Home Book

The Home Book pages can be completed at any point
between here and the end of the unit. Before being
asked to do any of the exercises in the Home Book,
children should be shown exactly what they are
expected to do. 

Children complete the
sentences.

Children complete the
sentences and draw a
path through the maze
from the cat to the
mouse.

Children write the
words in the crossword.
The words are shown
by the pictures under
the crossword.

Children connect the
dots and then write a
dialogue in their
notebooks for each
picture. (What are they?
They are … .)

77

29

77

Children join the dots, then write a dialogue in their notebooks for each picture. (What are they? They are … or What is it? It’s a …)30

77

They are ... (-es)

27

77

28

77
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CCoonnvveerrssaattiioonn
I’m sorry I’m late

Equipment:  Class Book page 42. 
Class Audio (optional). 

1 Leave the room and pretend you are arriving late.
Look anxiously at your watch and say I’m sorry I’m
late.

2 Open Class Books to page 42. Let the children
look at the top picture and guess what is happening.
Play the recording or read with the children.

3 From now on, whenever a child is late, get her to
say I’m sorry I’m late.

Variation:  A few of the children can take turns
leaving the room and coming back in, looking
anxiously at their watches and saying I’m sorry I’m
late. The other children can pretend to get angry,
and you can help them to say the English for things
they want to say such as Sit down! Study English!.
Alternatively, they can say very sweetly That’s all
right.

PPhhoonniicc  wwoorrddss
Plurals ending in -es

Equipment:  Class Book page 42. Some vocabulary 
cards and all the plural cards. 

1 Play one of the card games the children know and
like using vocabulary cards, where the children
practice the question What is it? as well as the
answer It’s a … , and plural cards where they
practice What are they? They are … . At this stage, it is
best to play with the written side of the cards face
up. 

2 Open Class Books to page 42. The children look at
the bottom pictures, and ask and answer What are
they? They are … , or just say They are … .

Variation:  The children can do an activity that
involves writing. For example, one child can show a
picture of one of the plural cards and the other
children or one child from each team can race to the
board to spell the word.

-s and -es

Equipment:  Plural cards and two pieces of paper.

1 Get children to draw two animals on separate
pieces of paper or on the board. Write a large s in
one of them and a large es in the other. 

2 Divide the class into two teams. The first children
from each team put their hands on their heads. One
of the children shows them a plural card (with the
picture side facing them). They both touch (or slam)
the s or es on the pieces of paper, or run to touch the
animals on the board. 

3 The first child who touches the correct animal gets
a point for her team, provided that she says They are
… correctly. If she makes a mistake, the other child
is offered a chance to make the correct sentence. 

Variation:  One child can hold up the cards one by
one, and all the other children in the class can try
to touch the correct animal on the board or piece
of paper. 

Conversation      Conversation      

4242

77

Listening

Speaking

Phonic wordsPhonic words

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

I’m sorry I’m late.

-es

77
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GGaammee
Counting cards

Equipment:  Class Book page 43. Vocabulary and
plural cards. Dice (optional).

1 Open Class Books to page 43. Appear
fascinated by the page. Let the children guess
what is happening.

2 Divide the class into groups of three, four, or
five children. One child in the group is the
hippopotamus (Fred).

3 The child who is the hippopotamus has a pile
of vocabulary and plural cards. The first time,
the game should be played with the picture
sides face up, but it is best to change quickly to
playing with the written sides face up.

4 One of the children calls out a number, e.g.,
seven. (It may be best to restrict the numbers to
between one and twenty). The child who is the
hippopotamus counts out seven cards (the other
children counting with her), stops on the
seventh card, and says What is it? or What are
they? The child who called out seven has to read
the card, using the pattern It’s a ... or They are ... .
If she answers correctly, she takes the card.
The next child calls out another number. After
all the children have had a turn, a different
child becomes the hippopotamus.

Variation:  Instead of calling out a number, the
children can roll one or two dice.

77

43    43     

Speaking

Reading

GameGame

77
Counting cards

They are houses.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
What are they?

6
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PPhhoonniicc  ffaammiilliieess
Phonic air race

Equipment: Class Book page 44. Teacher’s CD-ROM 
(optional). Pieces or small toys, dice or spinners.  

1 Each of the children has a piece or small toy and
a die or spinner. Open Class Books to page 44. Each
child places her piece on the Start cloud.

2 One child says Roll! or Spin! and they each roll
their die or spin their spinner and move their toy or
piece the number of clouds indicated, reading the
word in each cloud they pass over or land on.
When all the children have finished, another child
says Roll! or Spin! and they all roll or spin again.

3 If they end a move on Crash! or Help!, various
things could happen. They could miss a turn, have
an extra turn, have to roll certain numbers in order
to move again, move back a certain number of
clouds, perform some fun activity, hit a target on the
board with a ball, etc.

4 When a child lands on a word that she can’t
pronounce, and other children can’t help, get her to
ask you What is it? Build her ability to read the word
by first focusing on the core phonic sound, and 

reading the rest of the word in stages. Don’t explain
how the pronunciation changes when an e is added.
See if the children can figure it out while playing.

5 The game continues until one or all of the
children have reached the Finishing cloud.

Teaching tip:  If the children are curious about the
meaning of a word they land on, encourage them to
ask you what it is. If the word has no meaning, you
can just smile and say I don’t know. If the word has a
meaning, you can give a hint, such as miming, and
see if the children can solve your puzzle.

Variations:  In a small class, the children can take
turns moving rather than moving at the same time.
In a larger class, the children can be divided into
groups and the children in each group can take
turns moving. The race on the Teacher’s CD-ROM
can be printed out and enlarged so that a class or
group can use the same track.

a + silent ‘e’

Equipment: Alphabet cards, double-letter cards, 
and the new a_e card.

1 Play one of the card games the children know and
like, using the alphabet and double-letter cards.
When the children are focused on the game, slip the
a_e card into the game and step back. 

2 When the children notice the new card, or need to
identify the sound it makes in order to play the
game, give them a chance to try and guess the
sound, or to turn over the card to see the pictures on
the other side, or to ask you what it is. 

3 If they do not do any of these things, or try but
cannot guess, smile mischievously or look puzzled in
order to stimulate their interest in solving this new
puzzle, and then say the sound with them.
Encourage one of the children to turn over the card.
If they cannot say the word on the other side by
themselves, help them.

Reading and writing

Equipment: a_e card and some consonant letter 
tiles or reading rods. The a_e pictures (see page 
129 or Teacher’s CD-ROM).

1 Using the rods or tiles, make a word  (with or
without meaning) that has the a at the beginning or
in the middle and the e at the end. Challenge a
child to read it. Do the same for a few other words.
Sometimes put the e at the end of the word and
sometimes omit the e. Don’t explain the rule.

2 Encourage that child to make similar words, and
challenge other children to read them. The children
can do this in pairs or in circles.

44  44  

7     7     

Speaking

Reading

Phonic familiesPhonic families

Start

ap ape
hat

hate

Crash!

tap

namname

Help!

skat

skate

plat

plate
Crash! wav

wave

lat

late

Help!cap

cape

grap
grape

Finish

tape

a_e

77
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3 Put some of the a_e word pictures where the
children can see them. They write It’s a … sentence
about each picture. If necessary, dictate part of a
word. 

CCoolloorr  aanndd  wwrriittee
Equipment: Class Book page 45.

1 Open Class Books to page 45. Look at the page as
if you are wondering what to do, and encourage the
children to show you. 

2 The children write the corresponding word under
each frame. If necessary, give them a hint, such as
dictating part of the word.

3 If the children come across a picture they don’t
know how to say in English, dictate part of the word
as before, and see if they can guess the rest. If
necessary, dictate a little more of the word. Finally, if
they can’t guess at all, dictate the whole word. It’s
important that they think, guess, and feel that they
have discovered something they wanted to know.

EExxeerrcciissee
Equipment:  Class Book page 46. Plural and 

vocabulary cards. Notebooks. 

1 Open Class Books to page 46. Look at the Exercise
section as if you are wondering what to do.
Encourage the children to help you. Focus on the
first dialogue, and encourage the children to show
you what should be written.

2 The children try to do the exercise individually.

3 Open notebooks. Place some plural and
vocabulary cards in a row with the picture side
facing the children. They write a question and
answer about each card, for example, What is it?
It’s a … or What are they … ? They are … .

DDiiccttaattiioonn
Equipment:  Class Book page 46. Notebooks. Class 

Audio (optional).

1 Open Class Books to page 46. Dictate gently or
play the recording:

1 They are boxes. 3   They are peaches.
2 They are horses. 4   They are houses.

Repeat each sentence as many times as necessary.

2 If necessary, the children can do more of the same
kind of practice in their notebooks. 

45 45 

Writing

Color and writeColor and write

7   7   

________________________

________________________

________________________It’s a lake.

c g

c s

________________________

________________________

ExerciseExercise

46 46   

77

Reading

Writing

Listening

Writing

DictationDictation

1     ___________      _________      ___________   .   

2     ___________      _________      ___________   . 

3     ___________      _________      _______________  .

_______    _____    __________   .

What  ______    _______   ?

4     ___________      _________      _______________   .

________    ______    ____________   .

________    ______    ________   ?

77
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A sample plan for the first lesson

1 Are they … ?

2 Like / likes

3 Writing questions

4 Guess

5 Switching questions

6 I’m sorry

7 Home Book preparation

A sample plan for a follow-up lesson

1 Game – Guessing game

2 I don’t like …

3 Absurd questions

4 Fruit mime

5 Review phonics or a previous 
pattern through a game or song

6 Fruit

7 Exercise

8 Home Book preparation

UUnniitt

88

TTaarrggeett  ppaatttteerrnn
Are they … ?

Equipment:  Class Book page 47. 
Class Audio (optional). Any plural cards.

1 Hide one of the cards (e.g., dogs) behind a book or
piece of card. Look at it curiously and appeal for
help.

2 Encourage the children to make suggestions. They

may call out things like Cats! or They are horses.
When they are trying to find out what the card is,
gently suggest they say Are they (horses)? Slowly
reveal the card and encourage the children to keep
guessing.

3 If a child makes an incorrect suggestion, say No,
they aren’t. If one of the children guesses correctly,
show her the card and say Yes, they are!

4 Continue with a few other cards until the children
get the idea.

5 Divide the class into two groups. Hide a card
behind a book or piece of cardboard, but let one
group see what it is. Encourage the other group to
guess what the card is by using the question Are
they … ? as you slowly reveal it. The group that
knows what the card is answers Yes, they are or No,
they aren’t.

6 The children do the same activity in pairs or
groups.

7 Open Class Books to page 47. Appear fascinated
by the page. Let the children guess what is
happening and read the dialogue.

Option:  Play the recording.

Writing questions

Equipment: Plural cards. Notebooks or pieces 
of paper.

1 Invite one of the children secretly to hide a card
behind a book or piece of cardboard. Get the other
children to guess what the card is and write Are
they … ? sentences on pieces of paper or in their
notebooks.

2 The children show their sentences, and then the
child who hid the card reveals what it is. 

3 The children take turns hiding cards, either in
groups or as a whole class. 

88

47   47   

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

Target patternTarget patternAre they …?

Are they peaches?

Yes, they are.
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Home Book

The Home Book pages can be completed at any point
between here and the end of the unit. Before being
asked to do any of the exercises in the Home Book,
children should be shown exactly what they are
expected to do. 

Children complete the
sentences.

Children complete the
sentences and draw a
path through the maze
from the cat to the
mouse.

Children write the
appropriate double-
letter sound next to
each picture.

Children connect the
dots and then write a
dialogue in their
notebooks for each
picture. (Is it a …? or
Are they … ?)

88

33

88

Children join the dots, then write a dialogue in their notebooks for each picture using Is it a …? or  Are they …?34

88

Are they ... ?

31

88

32

88
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BBuuiillddiinngg  fflluueennccyy
Switching questions

Equipment:  Class Book page 48. 
Class Audio (optional).

1 Think of some animals, and invite the children to
guess what you are thinking of. Give them a hint by
saying They are animals. If the children say Is it … ?
or another question or sentence or nothing at all,
help them by saying Are they … ?

2 If the children guess correctly, answer Yes, they are.
And if they guess incorrectly, answer No, they aren’t.
There are a lot of possible animals, so chances are
that the children will make a few incorrect guesses.
When this happens, encourage them to ask What are
they? and answer They are … .  

3 The children then do the same activity in pairs or
groups. It is often best if the children have a set
number of guesses (about five).

4 Open Class Books to page 48. Appear fascinated
by the page. Let the children guess what is
happening and read the dialogue. They then read
aloud, either individually or as a class.

Option:  Play the recording.

Absurd questions

Equipment:  Plural cards or pictures of groups of 
things. Notebooks or pieces of paper. 

1 Show one of the children a picture, and ask her if
they are things that they obviously are not (e.g., if it
is a picture of some dogs, ask her Are they apples?).
This leads to the dialogue:

Are they ... ?
No, they aren’t.
What are they?
They are ... .

2 Put the children into pairs or groups and give
each pair or group a number of pictures. They make
the above dialogue about each picture. Encourage
them to make absurd questions.

Teaching tip:  If possible, erase the dialogue from the
board before the children make their own dialogues.
If this is too difficult, erase part of the dialogue.

Variation:  The children can write these dialogues
about the cards.

Building fl uencyBuilding fl uency
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Are they cows?

No, they aren’t.

What are they?

They are hippopotamuses.

88
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GGaammee
Guessing game

Equipment:  Class Book page 49. Plural cards or 
pictures of groups of things. 

1 Open Class Books to page 49. Appear
fascinated by the page. Let the children guess
what is happening.

2 Divide the children into groups of three, four,
or five.

3 Give each group about seven plural cards and
let the children look at them.

4 One child in each group hides a card (e.g.,
behind her back, on her head, in her book, etc.).
Starting on her left, the others take turns
guessing what the card is, using the pattern Are
they … ?

5 The child who has the card answers Yes, they
are or No, they aren’t. If the first guess is correct,
the child who guessed correctly gets seven
points. If the second guess is correct, the child
who guessed correctly gets six points, etc.

6 The child who guessed correctly hides the next
card.

88
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88
Guessing game

Are they cockroaches?

No, they aren’t.
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WWoorrddss  iinn  aaccttiioonn
I don’t like …

Equipment:  Class Book page 50. 

1 Open Class Books to page 50 and give the
children a chance to look at the top picture and get
a feel for what’s happening.

2 Say I don’t like (cockroaches)! and turn up your
nose and/or shake your head. Invite one of the
children to say I don’t like … . After she answers, say
And? and get her to say one more thing she doesn’t
like. 

3 The next child says three things she doesn’t like
and the next child says four things.

4 Put the children into small groups (unless the
class is small). The children take turns saying what
they don’t like, adding one more sentence each time.
They can help each other. The objective is to see how
far a group can get. When the children are trying to
say something they don’t like, but don’t know how
to say it in English, help them.

Teaching tip:  If the layout of the classroom allows, 
it may help if the groups of children sit in circles,
around a table or in some other clear sequence.

Fruit mime

Equipment:  Class Book page 50.

1 Open Class Books to page 50 and give the
children a chance to look at the bottom picture and
get a feel for what’s happening.

2 Put your body into the shape of a fruit, and invite
the children to guess what the fruit is using the
question Are you a (melon)? Then get the children to
do the activity in pairs, groups, or as a whole class.
When the children want to know the name of a fruit
in English, help them.

Teaching tip:  If it is difficult to mime the shapes of
fruits or there is not enough space, the children can
indicate the shape with their hands.

WWoorrdd  sseett
Fruit 

Equipment:  Class Book page 51. The “Fruit” picture 
cards see page 130 or Teacher’s CD-ROM. Other 
vocabulary and/or word cards.

1 Open Class Books to page 51. Appear curious
about the page as if you are trying to figure out

50  50  
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Words Words 
in actionin action

I don’t like snakes.

Are you a banana?

I don’t like …

Fruit mime

I don’t like potatoes 
and plums.

51 51 

Listening

Speaking

Word setWord set
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Fruit
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what the things are in English. See if the children
can tell you. If you ask What is it?, ask as if you are
not completely sure, or ask with a puppet or stuffed
animal that genuinely doesn’t know.

2 Play any of the games the children know so far,
using the “Fruit” picture cards mixed up with other
vocabulary and/or word cards.

EExxeerrcciissee
Equipment:  Class Book page 52. Plural, vocabulary 

and color cards. Notebooks. 

1 Open Class Books to page 52. Look at the Exercise
section as if you are wondering what to do.
Encourage the children to help you. Focus on the
first dialogue and encourage the children to show
you what should be written on the second line.

2 The children try to do the exercise individually.

3 Open notebooks. Put some plural cards in a row
along the ledge of the board with the picture side
facing the children. Above each card, write a word
followed by a question mark (e.g., above a picture of
some cats, you might write dogs?).

4 If the word above the first card is the same as the
card, the children write:

Are they … ?
Yes, they are.

If the word is different, the children write:
Are they … ?
No, they aren’t.
What are they?
They are … .

They do the same for the other cards.

5 Mix some plural cards with some vocabulary and
color cards and place them in a row. Write a word
followed by a question mark above each card (e.g.,
above a picture of red, write green?). The children
write the appropriate dialogue.

Teaching tip:  This kind of writing practice should be
returned to again and again in future lessons.

DDiiccttaattiioonn
Equipment:  Class Book page 52. 

Class Audio (optional). Notebooks. 

1 Open Class Books to page 52. Dictate gently or
play the recording:

1 Are they melons?
2 No, they aren’t.
3 What are they?
4 They are peaches.

Repeat each question as many times as necessary.

2 If necessary, the children can do more of the
same kind of practice in their notebooks.

ExerciseExercise

52 52   

88
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Writing

Listening

Writing

DictationDictation

1     ___________      _________      ___________   ?  

2     _______    ,    _________      _______’____   . 

3     ___________      ________      ___________  ?

______   ,   ________    _______   .

Are they horses ?

4     ___________      _________      _______________   .

______   ,   ________    _______’____   .

________    _______   seals?

__________     ________    _________________   .

What   _______    ________  ?

88
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A sample plan for the first lesson

1 What color are they?

2 What’s big?

3 Guess what they are

4 Describing things

5 I don’t like …

6 Switching questions

7 Home Book preparation

A sample plan for a follow-up lesson

1 Game – Baseball

2 Game – Phonic diving race

3 Combining patterns

4 Absurd questions

5 Review phonics or a previous 
pattern through a game or song

6 i + silent e

7 Exercise

8 Home Book preparation

UUnniitt

99

TTaarrggeett  ppaatttteerrnn
What color are they?

Equipment:  Class Book page 53. Class Audio 
(optional). Color cards, vocabulary cards and 
plural cards. 

1 Play one of the card games the children know and
like, using both vocabulary cards and plural cards
where the children practice the question What is it?

as well as the answer It’s a … and What are they?
and They are … .

2 When the children are enjoying the game and a
child is asking a question, prompt her by saying
color. If necessary, help her say What color is it? or
What color are they?

3 The children continue to play the game, but now
they are asking the new questions. Some of the
things in the pictures will have many colors, so
encourage the children to say as many of these
colors as possible.

4 Open Class Books to page 53. Appear fascinated
by the page. Let the children guess what is
happening and read the dialogue and words on 
the page.

Option:  Play the recording.

Guess what they are

1 Think of animals or objects and tell the children
what color they are (e.g., They are black and white)
and ask What are they?

2 The children guess what the animals or objects
are, using the pattern They are … ? They have a
limited number of guesses (e.g., five or ten).

3 The children do the activity in pairs or small
groups. They can either score one point for a correct
answer, or more points for getting the answer more
quickly (e.g., if they have five guesses, they could get
five points for guessing correctly with their first
guess, four for answering with their second guess, 
etc.).

Describing things

Equipment:  Pictures or objects. Notebooks.

1 Place pictures, or pairs or groups of objects in a
place where the children can see them. If you use

99
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Target Target 
patternpatternWhat color are they?

What color are they?

They are yellow 
and white.

black and 
brown

gray and 
white

blue and greenyellow and white
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pictures, they should be of two or more things of the
same color (e.g., two black and white pandas). If
you use objects, there should also be two or more
things of the same color (e.g., two red and black
pens).

2 The children write sentences about each picture,
or pair or group of objects. They can either write
They are (black and white) sentences or The (pandas)
are (black and white).

Home Book

The Home Book pages can be completed at any point
between here and the end of the unit. Before being
asked to do any of the exercises in the Home Book,
children should be shown exactly what they are
expected to do. 

Children complete the
sentences.

Children color the
pictures according to
the key and then
complete the
dialogues.

Children write the
words in the crossword.
The words are shown
by the pictures under
the crossword.

Children color the
pictures according to
the key. They then
complete the sentences
about the pictures in
the first exercise and
write questions and
answers for the second
exercise in their
notebooks.

99

37

99

38

99

What color are they?

35

99

36

99
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BBuuiillddiinngg  fflluueennccyy
Switching questions

Equipment:  Class Book page 54. 
Class Audio (optional). Pictures or objects. 

1 Place pictures, or pairs or groups of objects in your
pocket, behind your back or conceal them in some
other way. If you use pictures, they should be of two
or more things of the same color (e.g., two black and
white pandas), and if you use objects, there should
also be two or more things of the same color (e.g.,
two red and black pens). Indicate that the children
should guess what they are.

2 When a child makes a guess, make sure she is
using the pattern Are they … ? Either answer Yes, they
are or No, they aren’t. If the answer is No, prompt her
(or the whole class) to ask What are they? and reveal
the picture or object.

3 If necessary, continue with one or two other
pictures or objects until the children are comfortable
with the dialogue.

4 When they are ready to extend the dialogue,
answer They are … without revealing the picture or

object. Instead, prompt a child to guess the color by
suggesting she says Are they red and green? If your
answer is No, they aren’t, prompt her (or the whole
class) to ask What color are they? and reveal the card
as you answer They are … and ... .

5 Open Class Books to page 54. Appear fascinated
by the page. Let the children guess what is
happening and read the dialogue. They then read
aloud, either individually or as a class.

6 Close Class Books. Put the children into pairs or
groups (unless the class is small) and do the same
activity again with one child concealing a picture 
or object.

Option: Play the recording.

Teaching tip:  The objective is for the children to
produce an eight-line dialogue smoothly and
quickly with slightly dramatic intonation.

Variation:  It is possible to make the activity into a
game, with the children hiding one of between three
and ten possible pictures or objects, and by allowing
the children a certain number of guesses (they could
get one point for each correct guess).

Absurd questions

Equipment:  Pictures or objects. Notebooks or 
pieces of paper.

1 Place the pictures or objects used in the previous
activity or other similar pictures or objects in a place
where the children can see them. By now, with a
minimum prompt (such as banana?), one or more of
the children may be able to guess that they need to
ask an absurd question. If they can’t, you ask the
question (e.g., if it is a picture of some dogs, ask Are
they bananas?). This leads to the dialogue:

Are they ... ?
No, they aren’t.
What are they?
They are … .

2 Try prompting the follow-up question Are they (red
and blue)? If the children can’t do this themselves,
help them. This question should also be as absurd as
possible (e.g., Are they purple and pink?). This leads to
the dialogue:

Are they … and … ?
No, they aren’t.
What color are they?
They are … .

3 Practice with a few other cards until the children
get the idea.

Building fl uencyBuilding fl uency

5454
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Reading
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Are they dogs?

No, they aren’t.

What are they?

They are hippopotamuses.

Are they green and purple?

No, they aren’t.

What color are they?

They are blue and pink.
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99
4 Put the children into pairs and give each pair a
number of flashcards. They make eight-line
dialogues about each card. Encourage them to make
absurd questions.

Teaching tip:  If possible, erase the dialogue from the
board before the children make their own dialogues.
If this is too difficult, erase part of the dialogue.

Variation:  The children can write these eight-line
dialogues about pictures or objects.

55    55     
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99
Baseball

What are they?

What color are they?

They are buses.

They are red and blue.

2 Spread the baseball diamond on the table or
floor, place a pile of cards in the middle and
give each child a player. Divide the children into
two teams and get them to choose a name.

3 The teams take turns at bat. The first child on
the batting team puts her player on the home
base and draws a card from the top of the pile.
A child from the pitching team asks a
previously decided number of questions about
the card (e.g., she might ask What is it? and
What color is it?). 

4 After answering the questions (with the help
of her team), she can choose to roll the two dice,
and if she gets a total of six or higher, she
moves her player to first base. If she gets less
than six, she is out. 

Instead of rolling the dice, she can choose to go
for a two-base hit and answer questions about
another card. After answering, she can roll the
dice. If she gets a total of seven or higher, she
moves to second base. If she gets less than
seven, she is out.

Instead of rolling the dice, she can choose to go
for a three-base hit and answer questions about
another card. After answering, she can roll the
dice. If she gets a total of eight or higher, she
moves her player to third base. If she gets less
than eight, she is out.

Instead of rolling the dice, she can choose to go
for a home run and answer questions about
another card. After answering, she has to roll
the dice. If she gets a nine or higher, she gets the
home run. If she gets less than nine, she is out.

5 As in real baseball, each team is allowed
three outs before the turn passes to the other
team. If a child gets a hit and would overtake
another player from her team, that player
moves to the next base. If she gets a home run,
she scores for every player that is on a base, as
well as herself. 

Teaching tip:  It is best to write the scoring
system on the board. 

Variation:  A simpler version is for a batter to
answer questions about only one card. If she
gets a total of seven, she moves to first base,
with a total of eight, she moves to second base,
with a total of nine, she moves to third base,
and with a total of ten or more, she gets a home
run. If she gets less than seven, she is out.

GGaammee
Baseball

Equipment:  Class Book page 55. Plural cards 
and any other cards that need to be reviewed. 
Baseball diamond and players (see pages 
131–132 or Teacher’s CD-ROM). Two dice. 

1 Open Class Books to page 55. Appear
fascinated by the page. Let the children guess
what is happening and read the dialogue.
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PPhhoonniicc  ffaammiilliieess
Phonic diving race

Equipment:  Class Book page 56. Pieces or small toys, 
dice or spinners. 

1 Each of the children has a piece or small toy and
a die or spinner. Open Class Books to page 56. Each
child places her piece on the Start bubble.

2 One child says Roll! or Spin! and they each roll
their die or spin their spinner and move their toy or
piece the number of bubbles indicated, reading the
word in each bubble they pass over or land on.
When all the children have finished, another child
says Roll! or Spin! and they all roll or spin again.

3 If they end a move on Shark! or Monster!,
various things could happen. They could miss a
turn, have an extra turn, have to roll certain
numbers in order to move again, move back a
certain number of bubbles, perform some fun
language activity, have to hit a target on the board
with a ball, etc.

4 When a child lands on a word that she can’t
pronounce, and other children can’t help, get her to
ask you What is it? Build her ability to read the word

by first focusing on the core phonic sound, and
reading the rest of the word in stages. Don’t explain
the rule about how the pronunciation changes when
an e is added. See if the children can figure it out
while playing.

5 The game continues until one or all of the
children have reached the Finish bubble.

Variations:  In a small class, the children can take
turns moving rather than moving at the same time.
In a larger class, the children can be divided into
groups and the children in each group can take
turns moving.

The race on the Teacher’s CD-ROM can be printed
out and enlarged so that a class or group can use
the same track.

i + silent e

Equipment:  Alphabet cards, double-letter cards, 
the a_e card and the new i_e card.

1 Play one of the card games the children know and
like, using some of the cards. When the children are
focused on the game, innocently slip the i_e card
into the game and step back. 

2 When the children notice the new card, or need to
identify the sound it makes in order to play the
game, give them a chance to try and guess the
sound, or to turn over the card to see the pictures on
the other side, or to ask you what it is. 

3 If they do not do any of these things, or try but
cannot guess, smile mischievously or look puzzled in
order to stimulate their interest in solving this new
puzzle, and then say the sound with them.
Encourage one of the children to turn over the card.
If they cannot say the word on the other side by
themselves, help them.

Reading and writing

Equipment:  i_e card and some consonant letter tiles 
or reading rods. The i_e pictures (see page 133 or 
Teacher’s CD-ROM).

1 Using the rods or tiles, make a word (with or
without  meaning) that has the i at the beginning or
in the middle and the e at the end, and challenge a
child to read it. Do the same for a few other words.
Sometimes put the e at the end of the word and
sometimes omit the e. Don’t explain the rule.

2 Encourage that child to make similar words, and
challenge other children to read them. The children
can do this in pairs or in circles.

3 Put some of the i_e word pictures where the
children can see them. They write It’s a … sentences
about each picture. If necessary, dictate part of a word. 

Phonic familiesPhonic families

56  56  
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CCoolloorr  aanndd  wwrriittee
Equipment: Class Book page 57.

1 Open Class Books to page 57. Look at the page as
if you are wondering what to do, and encourage the
children to show you. 

2 The children write the corresponding word under
each frame. If necessary, give a hint, such as
dictating part of the word.

3 If the children come across a picture they don’t
know how to say in English, dictate part of the word
as before, and see if they can guess the rest. If
necessary, dictate a little more of the word. Finally, if
they can’t guess at all, dictate the whole word. It’s
important that they think, guess, and feel that they
have discovered something they wanted to know.

EExxeerrcciissee
Equipment:  Class Book page 58. Pictures or objects. 

Notebooks. 

1 Open Class Books to page 58. Focus on the first
dialogue and encourage the children to show you
what should be written.

2 The children try to do the exercise individually.

3 Open notebooks. Put some pictures or objects in a
row along the board ledge. There should be two or
more things of the same color in each case. Above
the picture or objects, write the names of some colors
followed by a question mark.

4 If the colors above pictures or objects are the true
colors, the children write:

Are they … and … ?  Yes, they are.
If not, the children write:

Are they … and … ? No, they aren’t.
What color are they? They are … and ... .

DDiiccttaattiioonn
Equipment:  Class Book page 58. Notebooks. 

1 Open Class Books to page 58. Dictate gently or
play the recording:

1 It’s a brown cow. 4 It’s a yellow window.
2 It’s a red bed. 5 It’s a gray tray.
3 It’s a green tree.

2 If necessary, the children can do more of the same
kind of practice in their notebooks.

57 57 

Writing

Color and writeColor and write

9   9   

________________________

________________________

________________________It’s a fi ve.
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________________________

ExerciseExercise
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Listening

Writing

DictationDictation

1    _______’____     ___    ____________   _______   .   

2    _______’____     ___    _______     _______   . 

3    _______’____      ___    ____________    __________   . 

______    _________    red and white?

4     _______’____     ___     _______________    ______________   .

______   ,   ___________    ________’____   .

5     _______’____     ___     ____________    __________   .

______    _________   blue and gray?

What  _________    _______    _________ ?

__________    ______    ___________   ______    __________    .

______   ,   __________    _________   .
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A sample plan for the first lesson

1 What do you do?

2 Review phonics or a previous 
pattern through a game or song

3 Combining questions

4 Review phonics or a previous 
pattern through a game or song

5 How about you?

6 Review phonics or a previous 
pattern through a game or song

7 Home Book preparation

A sample plan for a follow-up lesson

1 I’m Fred

2 Review phonics or a previous 
pattern through a game or song

3 I’m not …

4 Review phonics or a previous 
pattern through a game or song

5 How about you?

6 Exercise

7 Dictation

8 Home Book preparation

UUnniitt

1100

TTaarrggeett  ppaatttteerrnn
What do you do?

Equipment:  Class Book page 59. Class Audio 
(optional). Color cards, vocabulary cards and 
plural cards. Stuffed animals or puppets (optional).

1 Ask a few familiar questions such as Where do you
live?, How old are you? quickly at random around the
class. Slip in the question What do you do? Don’t
draw particular attention to the question. 
2 After asking the question, regardless of whether a
child can answer or not, continue asking a few more
questions at random and then slip in the question
What do you do? again. If the children cannot
answer the new question, but have noticed it and
are curious about it, encourage them to ask you.
Help if necessary, and then answer naturally I’m a
teacher.

3 One child asks another in a chain around the
class. If a child answers I’m a teacher or makes
another incorrect answer, either you or an animal or
puppet can say Uh-oh! or make some other silly
noise to draw the children’s attention to the fact that
they’ve made a mistake. They can learn from each
other, or, if none of the children know the correct
answer, help a child say I’m a student.

4 Open Class Books to page 59. Let the children
look at the picture and guess what is happening.

Option:  Play the recording.

Variation:  The children can ask puppets or animals
the new question. With many classes it is a little too
early to do this, but this variation works with classes
that know the English for a few occupations or
classes that don’t hesitate to ask when they don’t
know something.

Target Target 
patternpattern1010
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Speaking

What do you do?

What do you do?

I’m a student.

I’m a student, too.
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Home Book

The Home Book review pages can be completed at
any point between here and the end of the unit.
Before being asked to do any of the exercises in the
Home Book, children should be shown exactly what
they are expected to do. 

Children color the
picture according to the
key.

Children write the
appropriate double-
letter sound next to
each picture.

Children write two
words containing the
double-letter sound in
the box.

Children connect the
dots and color the
pictures according to
the key. They then write
a dialogue in their
notebooks for each
picture. (Is it a … ? or
Are they … ?) 

1100

Children write two words containing the double-letter sound in the box. 41

1010

42

1010

39

1010

40

1010
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BBuuiillddiinngg  fflluueennccyy
Combining questions

1 Look at a child and say Hello. What’s your name?
After she answers, say How are you? Continue with
How old are you?, Where do you live? and What do you
do? Finish by waving and saying Goodbye, to which
she answers See you! , and you both turn away from
each other.

2 Get the whole class to ask one child these
questions then do the same with other children.
Concentrate on getting the children to ask and
answer the questions as quickly as possible. This can
be fun. You can give a prompt before each question. 

e.g., Question Prompt

Hello. What’s your name? Name?

How are you? How?

How old are you? Old?

Where do you live? Where?

What do you do? Do?

Goodbye (Wave)

Teaching tip:  It’s generally best to get the child who
is answering the questions to stand up. This helps
give them more confidence to speak out in English
in front of others.

3 The children ask and answer the questions in a
chain around the class or in pairs. If they are in
pairs, it may be a good idea for the children to
change pairs after each conversation.

4 The objective is to proceed from more controlled to
free practice. The teacher should prompt less and
less and finally let the children ask the questions in
any order they like.

Building fl uencyBuilding fl uency

6060

1010

Listening

Speaking

What’s your name? I’m Amanda.
How about you?

I’m Fred.

How are you?

Great!

Fine.
How about you?

1100

61    61     

Listening

Speaking

Building fl uencyBuilding fl uency

1010

I’m 19. 
How about you?

How old are you?

I’m 21.

Where do you live?

I live in Africa.
How about you?

I live in Africa, too.
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1100

62  62  

1010

What do you do?
Building fl uencyBuilding fl uency

Listening

Speaking

I’m a student, too.

I’m a student.
How about you?

Goodbye

See you

How about you?

Equipment:  Class Book pages 60, 61 and 62.
Class Audio (optional).

1 Prompt a child to say to you Hello. What’s your
name?. Answer I’m … . How about you? (say How
about you? quickly and in a lively way) and gesture
to her. If she does not understand, prompt another
child in the same way. If none of the children
understand, reply to the question using the patterns
How about you? What’s your name?

2 Do the same for the other questions until they get
the idea and don’t need your help.

3 Get two children to come to the front of the class
or stand up. Prompt them to make the following
dialogue as quickly as possible:

A Hello. What’s your name?
B I’m ... . How about you?
A I’m ... . How are you?
B I’m ... . How about you?
A I’m ... . How old are you?
B I’m ... . How about you?
A I’m ... . Where do you live?
B I live in ... . How about you?
A I live in ... . What do you do?
B I’m a student. How about you?
A I’m a student, too. Goodbye!
B See you!

4 Do the same for other pairs of children but
change the order of the questions.

5 Put the children into pairs. They try to make
similar dialogues. Encourage them to speak as
quickly as possible (they can race with each other to
finish all the questions) and vary the order in which
they ask the questions.

6 Open Class Books to pages 60, 61 and 62. Appear
fascinated by the pages. Let the children look at the
pictures and try to discover for themselves what is
happening.

Option:  Play the recording.

Variations:  The activity can be extended as the
course progresses and the children learn more
questions.

The activity can be used with personal statements
instead of questions. The children can take turns
making sentences such as I like (dogs). How about
you? I have a (cat). How about you? This is also more
fun for the children if they try to say the dialogue as
quickly as possible.
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BBuuiillddiinngg  rreeaaddiinngg  sskkiillllss
I’m Fred

Equipment: Class Book page 63.

1 Open Class Books to page 63. Appear fascinated
by the page. If the children don’t try to read the
sentences on the page, encourage them to do so. It’s
best if they first do this silently by themselves.

2 After the children have had a chance to read the
page, get them to read aloud. They can take turns
reading sentences and all sneezing at the end.

Teaching tip:  If the children come across a word
they can’t read, first let them try to guess how to
read it using phonic patterns or the pictures on the
page as hints. If they still cannot read it, give hints,
such as reading part of the word or drawing their
attention to a picture on the page. 

3 If they come across a word they can read but
don’t understand, see if they can guess the meaning
by looking at the pictures on the page. And if this
doesn’t help, give hints such as miming or half
drawing a picture, or use the word naturally in
sentences or in a dialogue with the children.

Personalization

1 Say a couple of things that you are not. For
example, I’m not an apple. I’m not a duck, putting
stress on not. Finish by saying proudly I’m a (man) or
I’m a (teacher).

2 In pairs, the children take turns doing the same.
Decide how many animals or things they should say
they are not. (It’s more fun if this is a lot, e.g., ten or
fifteen.)

63 63 

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

BuildingBuilding
reading skillsreading skills

1010

I’m Fred
Hello. I’m Fred.
I’m an animal.
I’m not a gorilla.
I’m not a snake.
I’m not a crocodile.
I’m big and gray.
Yes! I’m a hippopotamus!

How about you?
Are you an animal?
Are you a chimpanzee?
I like little chimpanzees!

Atchoo!
A-a-a-atchoo!
I’m sorry!

1100
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EExxeerrcciissee
Equipment:  Class Book page 64. a_e  and i_e word 

cards. Notebooks.  

1 Open Class Books to page 64. Look at the Exercise
section as if you are wondering what to do.
Encourage the children to help you. Focus on the
picture of the snake and get the children to show
you how to write the word snake in the boxes below
it. 

2 The children try to do the exercise individually.

3 If the children come across a picture they don’t
know how to say in English, dictate part of the word
as before, and see if they can guess the rest. If this is
not enough, dictate a little more of the word. Finally,
if they can’t guess at all, dictate the whole word. It’s
important that they think, guess, and feel that they
have discovered something they wanted to know.

4 Open notebooks. Put the word cards in a row
along the board ledge with the pictures showing.
The children write It’s a … about each picture.

DDiiccttaattiioonn
Equipment:  Class Book page 64. 

Class Audio (optional). Notebooks. 

1 Open Class Books to page 64. Dictate gently or
play the recording:

1 Name
2 Time
3 Wave
4 Like
5 Late
6 Fine
7 Plate
8 Smile

Repeat each word as many times as necessary.

2 If necessary, the children can do more of the same
kind of practice in their notebooks.

Teaching tip:  If the children are curious about the
meaning of a word they don’t know, encourage
them to ask what it is. Give a hint such as miming
or half drawing a picture and seeing if the children
can solve your puzzle.

1100

ExerciseExercise

64 64   

Reading

Writing

Listening

Writing

DictationDictation

1010

1   ________________ 5   ________________

2   ________________ 6   ________________

3   ________________ 7   ________________

4   ________________ 8   ________________
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A sample plan for the first lesson

1 Introducing -er

2 What does he/she do?

3 How about you?

4 Guess and write

5 I don’t like …

6 Spelling

7 Home Book preparation

A sample plan for a follow-up lesson

1 Occupations ending in -er

2 Game – Phonic soccer race

3 Game – Concentration

4 How about you?

5 o + silent e

6 Aliens

7 Letter tiles

8 Home Book preparation

UUnniitt

1111

TTaarrggeett  ppaatttteerrnn
Introducing -er

Equipment:  Double-letter cards and card -er-teacher.

1 Play one of the card games the children know and
like, using the double-letter phonic cards where the
children practice ee-tree, ar-car, etc. The cards should
have the written side face up. When the children are 

focused on the game, innocently slip the er-teacher
card into the game and step back.

2 When the children notice the new card, or need to
identify it in order to play the game, give them a
chance to try and guess how to say the new sound,
or to turn over the card and figure out the sound
from the picture.

3 If a child doesn’t know what to say during the
course of the game, and can’t learn from other
children, help her discover how to say er-teacher.

What does he / she do?

Equipment:  Class Book page 65. Class Audio 
(optional). Occupation cards that end in -er. 
Some vocabulary, color, and plural cards. 

1 Play one of the card games the children know and
like, using vocabulary cards where the children
practice the question What is it? as well as the
answer It’s a … ; color cards where they practice
What color is it? It’s … ; and plural cards where they
practice What are they? They are … . When the
children are focused on the game, innocently slip
one or two of the new occupation cards into the
game and step back. 

2 When the children notice the new cards, or need
to identify them in order to play the game, give
them a chance to try and guess the question and
answer to make about them or to turn over the
cards and read the sentences on the back.

3 If a child doesn’t know what to say during the
course of the game, and can’t learn from other
children, help her to ask you What does he / she do?
and answer naturally He / She’s a (boxer).

4 The children can continue to practice occupations
in a similar way, either in the same card game or in
various card games. During these games, the
children should ask What is it? about vocabulary

1111

65   65   

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

-er

Target patternTarget patternWhat does 
   he / she do?

What does she do?

She’s a teacher.
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cards, What color is it? about color cards, What are
they? about plural cards, and What does he / she do?
about occupation cards.

5 Open Class Books to page 65. Appear fascinated
by the page. Let the children guess what is
happening and read the dialogue on the page.

Option: Play the recording.

Guess and write

Equipment:  Occupation cards ending in -er. 
Notebooks or pieces of paper.

1 Invite one of the children secretly to choose one of
the occupation cards and hide it or put it behind her
back. Get the other children to guess what the card
is and write He / She’s a … sentences on pieces of
paper or in their notebooks.

2 The children show their sentences, and then the
child who hid the card reveals what it is. 

3 The children take turns hiding cards, either in
groups or as a whole class. Children who make a
correct guess can get a point either for their team or
for themselves.

Home Book

The Home Book pages can be completed at any point
between here and the end of the unit. Before being
asked to do any of the exercises in the Home Book,
children should be shown exactly what they are
expected to do. 

Children complete the
sentences.

Children draw a picture
in the frame for each
word.

Children write the
words in the crossword.
The words are shown
by the pictures under
the crossword.

Children connect the
dots and then write a
dialogue in their
notebooks for each
picture. (What does 
he / she do? He’s / She’s 
a … .)

1111

45

1111

Children join the dots, then write a dialogue in their notebooks for each picture. (What does he / she do? He’s / She’s a … or What is it? It’s a …)46

1111

What does he / she do?

43

1111

44

1111
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PPhhoonniiccss
Spelling

Equipment:  Class Book page 66. Notebooks.  

1 Open Class Books to page 66. Look at the Phonics
section as if you are wondering what to do. 

2 The children try to do the exercise individually.

3 If necessary, they can do more of the same kind of
practice in their notebooks.

Teaching tip:  When the children cannot spell a
word, help them by dictating part of the word,
building from a double-letter sound. For example, if
a child can’t spell carpet, say the word and stress the
ar sound. If this is not enough, dictate car. If this is
not enough, dictate carp.

PPhhoonniicc  wwoorrddss
Occupations ending in -er

Equipment:  Class Book page 66. Some vocabulary 
cards, color cards, and plural cards. Occupation 
cards ending in -er.

1 Play one of the card games the children know and
like, using vocabulary cards that practice What is it?
It’s a … ; color cards that practice What color is it?
It’s … ; plural cards that practice What are they? They
are … ; and occupation cards that practice What does
he / she do? He / She’s a … . At this stage, it is best to
play with the written side of the cards face up.

2 Open Class Books to page 66. The children ask
and answer What does he / she do? He / She’s a … or
just say He / she’s a … about the pictures.

Variation:  The children can do an activity that
involves writing. For example, one child can show a
picture of one of the occupation cards, and the other
children or one child from each team can race to the
board to spell it. 

PhonicsPhonics

6666
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Writing

Phonic wordsPhonic words

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

ea

ar

-er

1111
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GGaammee
Concentration

Equipment:  Class Book page 67. Concentration 
cards with occupations ending in -er (see page 
135 or Teacher’s CD-ROM). 

1 Open Class Books to page 67. Appear
fascinated by the page. Let the children guess
what is happening.

2 Spread the concentration cards face down on
the table or floor. Use two (or four) of each of
the occupations ending in -er.

3 The children take turns turning over two
cards. As they turn over a card they read it
aloud. If the cards are the same, they keep
them. If they are different, they turn them over
again and leave them in the same place. The
child who gets the most pairs of cards is the
winner.

Teaching tip:  The game can be played again in
later lessons with the other occupation
concentration cards added.

1111

67    67     

Listening

Speaking

Reading

GameGame

1111

Concentration

Carpenter!
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PPhhoonniicc  ffaammiilliieess
Phonic soccer race

Equipment: Class Book page 68. Pieces or small 
toys, dice or spinners. 

1 Each of the children has a piece or small toy and
a die or spinner. Open Class Books to page 68. Each
child places her piece on Whistle!

2 One child says Roll! or Spin! and they each roll
their dice or spin their spinner and move their toy or
piece the number of balls indicated on the die or
spinner. As they move, they read the word in each
ball they pass over or land on. When all the
children have finished their move, another child
says Roll! or Spin! and they all roll or spin and move
again.

3 If they end a move on Tackle! or Foul!, various
things could happen. They could miss one or more
turns, have an extra turn, have to roll certain
numbers in order to move again, move back a
certain number of balls, have to count backward
from twenty to one or perform some other fun
language activity, have to hit a target on the board
with a ball, etc.

4 When a child lands on a word that she can’t
pronounce, and other children can’t help, get her to
ask you What is it? Build her ability to read the word
by first focusing on the core phonic sound, and
reading the rest of the word in stages. Don’t explain
the rule about how the pronunciation changes when
an e is added. See if the children can figure it out
while playing.

5 The game continues until one or all of the
children have reached Goal!

Teaching tip:  If the children are curious about the
meaning of a word they land on, encourage them to
ask what it is. If the word has no meaning, you can
just smile and say I don’t know. If the word has a
meaning, you can give a hint, such as miming or
half drawing a picture, and seeing if the children
can solve your puzzle.

Variations:  In a small class, the children can take
turns moving rather than moving at the same time.
In a larger class, the children can be divided into
groups and the children in each group can take
turns moving.

The race on the Teacher’s CD-ROM can be printed
out and enlarged so that a class or group can use
the same track.

o + silent e

Equipment: Alphabet cards, double-letter cards, 
the a_e card, the i_e card, and the new o_e card.

1 Play one of the card games the children know and
like, using some of the cards. When the children are
focused on the game, innocently slip the o_e card
into the game and step back. 

2 When the children notice the new card, or need to
identify the sound it makes in order to play the
game, give them a chance to try and guess the
sound, or to turn over the card to see the pictures on
the other side, or to ask you what it is. 

3 If they do not do any of these things, or try but
cannot guess, smile mischievously or look puzzled in
order to stimulate their interest in solving this new
puzzle, and then say the sound with them.
Encourage one of the children to turn over the card.
If they cannot say the word on the other side by
themselves, help them.

Letter tiles

Equipment: o_ e card and some consonant letter tiles
or reading rods. The o_e pictures (see page 134 or
Teacher’s CD-ROM).

1 Using the rods or tiles, make a word (with or

Phonic families Phonic families 

68  68  

Speaking

Reading

1111

Whistle!
hom home not note

Tackle!

saf

safe
smil

smile

Foul!

jok
joke op open Tackle!

shap

shape

div

diver
Goal!

o_e

1111
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without meaning) that has the o at the beginning or
in the middle and the e at the end, and challenge  a
child to read it. Do the same for a few other words.
Sometimes put the e at the end of the word and
sometimes omit the e. Don’t explain the rule.

2 Encourage that child to make similar words, and
challenge other children to read them. The children
can do this in pairs or in circles.

3 Put some or all of the o_e word pictures in a place
where the children can see them. They write It’s a …
sentences about each picture. If necessary, prompt
by dictating part of a word. 

CCoolloorr  aanndd  wwrriittee
Equipment: Class Book page 69.

1 Open Class Books to page 69. Look at the page as
if you are wondering what to do, and encourage the
children to show you. 

2 The children look at the pictures and write the
corresponding word under each of the frames. If
they can’t write a word, give a hint, such as
dictating part of the word.

3 If the children come across a picture they don’t
know how to say in English, dictate part of the word
as before, and see if they can guess the rest. If this is
not enough, dictate a little more of the word. Finally,
if they can’t guess at all, dictate the whole word. It’s
important that they think, guess, and feel that they
have discovered something they wanted to know.

EExxeerrcciissee
Equipment:  Class Book page 70. Notebooks. 

Some of the Occupation cards. 

1 Open Class Books to page 70. Look at the Exercise
section as if you are wondering what to do.
Encourage the children to help you. Focus on the
picture of the boxer, and get the children to show you
how to write the word boxer in the boxes below it.

2 The children try to do the exercise individually.

3 Put some of the occupation cards in a place where
all the children can see them. The children write
about each card in their notebooks.

What does she / he do? She / He’s a ... .

69 69 

Writing

Color and writeColor and write
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A sample plan for the first lesson

1 More occupations

2 100 –1,000

3 Guess and write

4 Game – Concentration

5 Review phonics or a previous 
pattern through a game or song

6 Occupations

7 Home Book preparation

A sample plan for a follow-up lesson

1 Occupations

2 Game – Bingo

3 Guess and write

4 Song – The wheels on the bus

5 Exercise

6 Dictation

7 Home Book preparation

UUnniitt

1122

TTaarrggeett  ppaatttteerrnn
More occupations

Equipment:  Class Book page 71. Class Audio 
(optional). Occupation cards, except those ending 
in -or. Some vocabulary, color, and plural cards. 

1 Play one of the card games the children know and
like, using vocabulary cards where the children
practice What is it? It’s a … ; color cards where they
practice What color is it? It’s … ; plural cards where

they practice What are they? They are… ; and the
occupation cards introduced in Unit 11 where they
practice What does he / she do? He / She’s a … . When
the children are focused on the game, innocently
slip one or two of the new occupation cards into the
game and step back. 

2 When the children notice the new cards or need to
identify them in order to play the game, give them a
chance to try and guess the question and answer to
make about them or to turn over the cards and read
the sentences on the back.

3 If a child doesn’t know what to say during the
course of the game, and can’t learn from other
children, help her to ask you What does he / she do?,
and answer naturally He / She’s a (cook).

4 The children can continue to practice occupations
in a similar way, either in the same card game or in
various card games. During these games, the
children should ask What is it? about vocabulary
cards; What color is it? about color cards; What are
they? about plural cards; and What does he / she do?
about occupation cards.

5 Open Class Books to page 71. Appear fascinated
by the page. Let the children guess what is
happening and read the dialogue on the page.

Option:  Play the recording.

1212
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Listening
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Reading

Writing

Target patternTarget pattern
What does 
   he / she do?

What does he do?

He’s a mailman.
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Guess and write

Equipment:  Concentration occupation cards, except 
those ending in -or (see pages 135–136 or Teacher’s
CD-ROM). Notebooks or pieces of paper.

1 Invite one of the children to secretly choose one of
the occupation cards and hide it or put it behind her
back. Get the other children to guess what the card
is and write He / She’s a … sentences on pieces of
paper or in their notebooks.

2 The children show their sentences, and then the
child who hid the card reveals what it is. 

3 The children take turns hiding cards, either in
groups or as a whole class. Children who make a
correct guess can get a point either for their team
or themselves.

Home Book

The Home Book pages can be completed at any point
between here and the end of the unit. Before being
asked to do any of the exercises in the Home Book,
children should be shown exactly what they are
expected to do. 

Children complete the
sentences.

Children draw a picture
in the frame for each
word.

Children write the
words in the crossword.
The words are shown
by the pictures under
the crossword.

Children connect the
dots and then write a
dialogue in their
notebooks for each
picture. (What does he /
she do? He’s / She’s a … .)

1122
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What does he / she do?
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NNuummbbeerrss
100–1,000

Equipment:  Class Book page 72. Class Audio 
(optional). A soft ball and/or a stuffed animal. 

1 Say and mime Please stand up. Gesture that you
are going to throw the ball to one of the children
and get the children to say ten with you.

2 Indicate that the child who has the ball should
throw it to somebody else. Write the number 200 on
the board. The whole class says two hundred. The
children continue counting in hundreds until 1,000 –
only write numbers on the board if it’s necessary.

3 Say a number between 100 and 1,000 (e.g., 247).
The children count in sequence from that number,
throwing a ball or stuffed animal and sitting down
when they make a mistake. Either you or one of the
children, or a puppet or animal holds a finger up to
indicate they should count forward, a finger down to
indicate that they should count backward, and a
finger horizontal to indicate that they should repeat
the same number until you point a finger up or
down. The children can continue to throw the ball
as they do this.

4 Open Class Books to page 72. Let the children
look at the picture and guess what is happening.

Option:  Play the recording

Variations:  When the children are ready, they can
count in multiples of two or three, five, ten, or
another number, or count backward.

If the class is small, the children can count while
playing volleyball. They can hit a ball or stuffed toy
or balloon backward and forward over a volleyball
net (in the classroom this is usually a piece 
of string).

PPhhoonniicc  wwoorrddss
Occupations

Equipment:  Class Book page 72. Some vocabulary 
cards, color cards, and plural cards. Occupation 
cards, except those ending in -or. 

1 Play one of the card games the children know and
like, using vocabulary cards where the children
practice the question What is it?  It’s a … ; color cards
where they practice What color is it? It’s … ; plural
cards where they practice What are they? They are … ;
and occupation cards where they practice What does
he / she do? He / She’s a … . At this stage, it is best to
play with the written side of the cards face up.

2 Open Class Books to page 72. The children ask
and answer What does he / she do? He / She’s a … or
just say He / She’s a … about the pictures.

Variation:  The children can do an activity that
involves writing. For example, one child can show a
picture of one of the occupation cards and the other
children or one child from each team can race to the
board to spell it. 

NumbersNumbers

72 72 
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Phonic wordsPhonic words
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GGaammee
Bingo

Equipment:  Class Book page 73. Red, blue, 
green, and yellow flashcards. Bingo card (see 
page 137 or Teacher’s CD-ROM). A bag or box 
of numbers. 

1 Give a Bingo card to each of the children.
Choose 16 numbers, write them on individual
pieces of paper and put them in a bag or box.

2 Open Class Books to page 73. Appear
fascinated by the page. Let the children guess
what is happening.

3 Dictate the 16 numbers and let the children
choose which squares to write them in (make
sure they do not just write from left to right).
Alternatively, write the numbers in the squares
before the class (each child must have a
different arrangement).

4 Show the red color card to the children and
all say red together. One of the children takes a
number from the bag, holds it up and all the
children say what it is. If any child has that
number in the red row, she marks the square on
her card.

5 Continue in the same way with the other
numbers, holding up a different color each time.

6 The winner is the first child to complete a line
of numbers (horizontally, vertically, or
diagonally). When a child completes a line, she
calls out Bingo! and reads the numbers aloud.

Note: It is best to keep a record of all the
number-color combinations that have been
called out.

Teaching tip:  Bingo can be played with words or
phonic sounds instead of numbers. Words or
phonic sounds can be either dictated or written
by the teacher on the pieces of paper.

Variation:  Instead of having separate color and
number cards, each number card can be colored
red, green, blue, or yellow (as in the illustration
of this game in the Class Book). In this case, it is
generally best to write the numbers on the
children’s cards before giving them out.

1122
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AAccttiioonn  ssoonngg
The wheels on the bus

Equipment: Class Book pages 74 and 75. 
Class Audio. 

1 Open Class Books to pages 74 and 75. Encourage
the children to read the words in the song either
quietly, aloud or first quietly and then aloud. 

2 Play the recording. Pause the recording to figure
out mimes as you go along.

3 Play the version of song that has the music
without words. The children sing the song, miming
as they do so. They can read while they sing.

Some possible mimes are:

around and around – the children move both arms in
a circular motion as if they were wheels on either
side of them

peep, peep, peep – the children pretend they are
pushing or squeezing a horn

chatter, chatter, chatter – the children hold out a hand
with the fingers together, and move their thumb and 
fingers toward and away from each other

sh, sh, sh – the children put a finger to their lips

A-choo! A-choo! – the children pretend to sneeze (or
really do sneeze).

Variation:  The activity can be extended. The
children can think of new groups of people or
animals that are traveling on the bus. 

Action songAction song

74  74  

Listening

Speaking

Reading

1212

The wheels on the bus go around and around,
Around and around, around and around.

The wheels on the bus go around and around,
Around and around the town.

The horn on the bus goes peep, peep, peep,
Peep, peep, peep, peep, peep, peep.

The horn on the bus goes peep, peep, peep,
Around and around the town.

The children on the bus go chatter, chatter, chatter,
Chatter, chatter, chatter, chatter, chatter, chatter.

The children on the bus go chatter, chatter, chatter,
Around and around the town.

The wheels 
on the bus

75 75 

1212

The mothers on the bus go “Sh! Sh! Sh!”
“Sh! Sh! Sh! Sh! Sh! Sh!”

The mothers on the bus go “Sh! Sh! Sh!”
Around and around the town.

Fred on the bus goes “Atchoo! Atchoo!”
“Atchoo! Atchoo! Atchoo! Atchoo!”

Fred on the bus goes “Atchoo! Atchoo!”
Around and around the town.

F

The         wheels        on       the      bus          go        a   -   round        and       a   -   round,             A-

Gm C

round          and          a   -   round,                  a    -     round           and         a   -   round.                 The

F

wheels         on         the       bus             go         a    -    round          and         a   -   round,                 A-

Gm C F

round              and             a    -    round               the                  town.
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EExxeerrcciissee
Equipment:  Class Book page 76. Some of the 

Occupation cards. Notebooks. 

1 Open Class Books to page 76. Look at the Exercise
section as if you are wondering what to do.
Encourage the children to help you. Focus on the
picture of the fisherman, and get the children to
show you how to write the word fisherman in the
boxes below it.

2 The children try to do the exercise individually.

3 Put some of the occupation cards in a place where
all the children can see them. The children write
about each card in their notebooks:

What does she / he do? She / He’s a ... .

DDiiccttaattiioonn
Equipment:  Class Book page 76. Notebooks. 

1 Open Class Books to page 76. Dictate gently or
play the recording:

1   foot book cook
2    sail tail mailman
3    seal peach teacher

Repeat each word as many times as necessary.

2 If necessary, the children can do more of the
same kind of practice in their notebooks.

1122

ExerciseExercise

76 76   

Writing

Listening

Speaking

DictationDictation
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r m t

lk

t u d

1    __________     __________     __________      

2    __________     __________     _________________   

3    __________     __________     _________________   
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A sample plan for the first lesson

1 Introducing -or

2 Fruit mime

3 Is he / she a … ?

4 Writing questions

5 Review phonics or a previous 
pattern through a game or song

6 Switching questions

7 Home Book preparation

A sample plan for a follow-up lesson

1 Absurd questions

2 Who’s next?

3 Occupations ending in -or

4 I’m hungry

5 Game – Word dominoes

6 Exercise

7 Home Book preparation

UUnniitt

1133

TTaarrggeett  ppaatttteerrnn
Introducing -or

Equipment:  Double-letter cards and -or-doctor card. 

1 Play one of the card games the children know and
like, using the double-letter phonic cards where the
children practice ee-tree, ar-ca etc. The cards should
have the written side face up. When the children are 

focused on the game, innocently slip the or-doctor
card into the game and step back.

2 When the children notice the new card, or need to
identify it in order to play the game, give them a
chance to try and guess how to say the new sound,
or to turn over the card and figure out the sound
from the picture.

3 If a child doesn’t know what to say during the
course of the game, and can’t learn from other
children, help her discover how to say or-doctor.

Is he / she a … ?

Equipment:  Class Book page 77. Class Audio 
(optional). Occupation cards. Some vocabulary, 
color, and plural cards.

1 Hide one of the occupation cards the children
already know (e.g., boxer) behind a book or piece of
cardboard. Look at it curiously and appeal for help.

2 Encourage the children to make suggestions. They
may say things like Teacher! or She’s a teacher. When
they are trying to find out what the card is, gently
suggest they say Is she a teacher? (You may need to
help them by saying he or she.) Slowly reveal the
card and encourage the children to keep guessing.

3 If a child makes an incorrect suggestion, say No,
he / she isn’t. If one of the children guesses correctly,
show her the card and say Yes, he / she is!

4 Continue with a few other cards until they get the
idea.

5 Divide the class into two groups. Hide a card
behind a book or piece of cardboard, but let one
group see what it is. Encourage the other group to
guess what the card is using the question Is he / 
she … ? as you slowly reveal it. The group that
knows what the card is answers Yes, he / she is or No,
he / she isn’t.

1313

77   77   

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

Target Target 
patternpatternIs he / she a …?

-or

Is she a doctor?

Yes, she is.
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6 The children do the same activity in pairs or
groups.

7 Open Class Books to page 77. Appear fascinated
by the page. Let the children guess what is
happening and read the dialogue.

Option:  Play the recording.

Writing questions

Equipment:  Plural cards. Notebooks or pieces 
of paper.

1 Invite one of the children secretly to hide a card
behind a book or piece of cardboard. Get the other
children to guess what the card is and write Is he /
she … ? sentences on pieces of paper or in their
notebooks.

2 The children show their sentences, and then the
child who hid the card reveals what it is. 

3 The children take turns hiding cards, either in
groups or as a whole class. 

Home Book

The Home Book pages can be completed at any point
between here and the end of the unit. Before being
asked to do any of the exercises in the Home Book,
children should be shown exactly what they are
expected to do. 

Children complete the
sentences.

Children complete the
sentences and draw a
path through the maze
from the cat to the
mouse.

Children find the words
in the grid shown by
the pictures. 

Children connect the
dots and then write a
dialogue in their
notebooks for each
picture. (Is he / she 
a … ? Yes, he / she is.
No, he / she isn’t. 
He’s / She’s a … .)

1133

53

1313

Children join the dots, then write a dialogue in their notebooks for each picture using Is he / she a …  ? Yes, he / she is. No, he / she isn’t. He’s / She’s a …54

1313

Is he / she a ... ?

51

1313

52

1313
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BBuuiillddiinngg  fflluueennccyy
Switching questions

Equipment:  Class Book page 78. Class Audio 
(optional). Various vocabulary cards. Some other 
pictures.  

1 Think of somebody doing one of the jobs the
children know. Tell the children whether it’s a man
or a woman. Invite the children to guess the job of
the person you are thinking of, using the question Is
he / she a … ?

2 If the children guess correctly, answer Yes, he / she
is. And if they guess incorrectly answer No, he / she
isn’t. When the children have made a set number of
incorrect guesses (e.g., three), encourage them to ask
What does he / she do? and answer He / she’s a … . 

3 The children then do the same activity in pairs or
groups. It is best if the children have a set number of
guesses (about three).

4 Open Class Books to page 78. Appear fascinated
by the top picture. Let the children guess what is
happening and read the dialogue. They then read
aloud either individually or as a class.

Option:  Play the recording.

Absurd questions

Equipment:  Occupation cards. Notebooks or pieces 
of paper.

1 Show one of the children a card and ask her if the
person’s occupation is one that it obviously is not
(e.g., if it is a picture of a conductor, ask her Is he a
boxer?) This leads to the dialogue:

Is he / she a ... ?
No, he / she isn’t.
What does he / she do?
He / She’s a ... .

2 Put the children into pairs or groups and give
each pair a number of pictures. They make the
above dialogue about each card. Encourage them to
make absurd questions.

Teaching tip:  If possible, erase the dialogue from the
board before the children write their own dialogues.
If this is too difficult, erase part of the dialogue.

Variation:  The children can write these dialogues
about the cards.

PPhhoonniicc  wwoorrddss
Occupations ending in -or

Equipment:  Class Book page 78. Some vocabulary 
cards, color cards, and plural cards. Occupation 
cards ending in -or. 

1 Play one of the card games the children know and
like, using vocabulary cards where the children
practice the question What is it?  It’s a … ; color cards
where they practice What color is it? It’s … ; plural
cards from where they practice What are they? They
are … ; and occupation cards where they practice
What does he / she do? He / She’s a … At this stage, it
is best to play with the written side of the cards face
up. 

2 Open Class Books to page 78. Focus on the bottom
picture. The children ask and answer What does he /
she do? He / She’s a … or just say He / She’s a …
about the pictures.

Variation:  The children can do an activity that
involves writing. For example, one child can show a
picture of one of the occupation cards, and the other
children or one child from each team can race to the
board to spell it. 

Building fl uencyBuilding fl uency

7878

1313

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

No, he isn’t.

What does he do?

Is he a soccer player?

He’s a mailman.

Phonic wordsPhonic words

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

-or

1133
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GGaammee
Word dominoes

Equipment:  Class Book page 79. The dominoes
(see pages 138–143 or Teacher’s CD-ROM).  

1 Open Class Books to page 79. Appear
fascinated by the page. Let the children guess
what is happening.

2 Spread the dominoes face down in front of the
children, except for the domino with a dark
circle in the middle. (This is the central domino
and should be placed face up in the middle of
the table.) Each child (or group of children
playing together) draws a domino in turn. (It is
probably best for the children to draw about
half of the dominoes at the beginning of the
game, and if there are too many children, two
sets can be used.)

3 The children take turns either placing a
domino on the table or picking up one of the
dominoes which are face down. Dominoes can
only be placed when they connect with an
existing domino to form a complete word of the
same color.

4 The winner is the first child to get rid of all
her dominoes.

1133

79    79     

Speaking

Reading

GameGame

1313

Word dominoes
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WWoorrddss  iinn  aaccttiioonn
Who’s next?

Equipment: Class Book page 80. Stuffed toy or 
soft ball. 

1 Open Class Books to page 80 and give the
children a chance to look at the top picture and get
a feel for what’s happening.

2 Quickly ask a few questions the children are
familiar with, such as What’s your name?, Where do
you live?, What do you do? around the class. Slip in
the question Do you like (potatoes)? If they don’t
understand, quickly move on to familiar questions,
and then ask a different Do you like … ? question. If
a child understands, she’ll say Yes, I do or No, I don’t.
If nobody understands, encourage the children to
ask you and learn from your answer.

3 Hold a stuffed toy or soft ball. Ask Do you like
(bananas)? without looking at the person you are
going to ask. Quickly say the person’s name, and
throw the ball or stuffed toy to her.

4 The children continue with the activity in groups
or as a whole class.

I’m hungry

Equipment: Class Book page 80. Pictures of 
vegetables, insects, etc.

1 Open Class Books to page 80 and give the
children a chance to look at the bottom picture.

2 One child has pictures (or toys) of vegetables,
insects, and things the children probably don’t want
to eat. The other children take turns saying I’m
hungry. May I have a (cockroach)? The child with the
pictures hands her the picture and says Yes, of course.
Here you are. The idea is for the children to speak
very politely, even when the picture is of something
they think is horrible to eat.

Teaching tip:  The dialogue can be extended either
now or later to include things like Oh, thank you very
much!, How many do you want?, Do you want the big
one or the small one?, How much is it?, etc.

WWoorrdd  sseett
Vegetables

Equipment: Class Book page 81. The “Vegetable” 
picture cards (see page 144 or Teacher’s CD-ROM). 

1 Open Class Books to page 81. Appear curious
about the page as if you are trying to figure out

Who’s next?Words Words 
in actionin action

Listening

Speaking

1313

Do you like carrots? Maria!

I’m hungry
I’m hungry. 

May I have a mushroom?

80  80  

Vegetables

81 81 

Listening

Speaking

Word setWord set

1313

1133
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what the things are in English. See if the children
can tell you. If you ask What is it?, ask as if you are
not completely sure or ask with a puppet or stuffed
animal that genuinely doesn’t know.

2 Play any of the games the children know so far,
using the “Vegetable” picture cards mixed up with
other vocabulary and/or word cards.

EExxeerrcciissee
Equipment:  Class Book page 82. Occupation cards. 

Notebooks. 

1 Open Class Books to page 82. Look at the Exercise
section as if you are wondering what to do.
Encourage the children to help you. Focus on the
first dialogue and encourage the children to show
you what should be written.

2 The children try to do the exercise individually.

3 Open notebooks. Put some occupation cards in a
row along the ledge of the board with the picture
side facing the children. Above each card, write the
name of an occupation followed by a question
mark.

4 If the name of an occupation above the first card
is the same as the card, the children write:

Is she / he a … ?
Yes, she / he is.

If the occupation is different, the children write:
Is she / he a … ?
No, she / he isn’t.
What does she / he do?
She / He’s a … .

They do the same for the other cards.

DDiiccttaattiioonn
Equipment:  Class Book page 82. 

Class Audio (optional). Notebooks. 

1 Open Class Books to page 82. Dictate gently or
play the recording:

1    What is it?
2    What color is it?
3    What are they?
4    What do you do?
5    What does he do?

Repeat each question as many times as necessary.

2 If necessary, the children can do more of the same
kind of practice in their notebooks.

1133

ExerciseExercise

82 82   

Reading

Writing

Listening

Writing

DictationDictation

Is she an artist?

1313

1     _____________      ____      ____  ? 

2     _____________      _____________      ____      ____  ?    

3     _____________      _________      _____________  ?     

_________   ,    _________    _____   .

______   ,    ______    ______’___   .

______    ________    ___   fi sherman?

What __________    ______    ______ ?

______’___    ______    ____________________   .

4     _____________      ____      _________     ____  ?     

5      _____________      _____________      ____      ____  ?    
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A sample plan for the first lesson

1 Are you a … ?

2 Review phonics or a previous 
pattern through a game or song

3 Who’s next?

4 Writing questions

5 Review phonics or a previous 
pattern through a game or song

6 Switching questions

7 Home Book preparation

A sample plan for a follow-up lesson

1 Absurd questions

2 I’m hungry

3 Game – Circle mime

4 Game – Phonic baseball race

5 Song – Do you like … ?

6 Exercise

7 Home Book preparation

UUnniitt

1144

TTaarrggeett  ppaatttteerrnn
Are you a … ?

Equipment:  Class Book page 83. 
Class Audio (optional).  

1 Think of an occupation and make a sound that
you associate with that occupation (e.g., for a
conductor you could make the sound of classical
music, for a dentist a drill, etc.). When a child

makes a guess, help her form the question pattern
Are you a … ? If she is wrong, just smile, say No, I’m
not and encourage more guesses. Continue until a
child gets the right answer and say Yes, I am.

2 The children do the same as a whole class and
then possibly, especially if the class is large, in pairs
or in groups. When they are doing the activity as a
whole class, they can either take turns thinking of
occupations, or the child who makes a successful
guess can think of the next occupation. 

3 Open Class Books to page 83. Appear fascinated
by the page. Let the children guess what is
happening and read by themselves. They then read
aloud, either individually or as a class.

Option:  Play the recording.

Writing questions

Equipment:  Notebooks or pieces of paper.

The children take turns making sounds. The other
children in the class or group write down Are you
a … ? questions and then all show their sentences
together and say them aloud. The child who made
the sound says Yes, I am. or No, I’m not.

Variation:  The children can draw pictures of
themselves, Fred the hippopotamus, or another
character they like, meeting people with various
occupations and asking Are you a … ? questions.
They can write the question and answer in speech
bubbles. If necessary, we can designate the
occupations of the people they meet, and even the
questions they ask by putting pictures on the board
ledge with words above them – for example, there
could be a picture of a cow with horse? written
above it.

1414

83    83    
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Speaking

Reading

Writing

Target patternTarget patternAre you a …?

Are you a farmer?

Yes, I am.
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Home Book

The Home Book pages can be completed at any point
between here and the end of the unit. Before being
asked to do any of the exercises in the Home Book,
children should be shown exactly what they are
expected to do. 

Children complete the
sentences.

Children complete the
sentences and draw a
path through the maze
from the cat to the
mouse.

Children write the
words in the crossword.
The words are shown
by the pictures under
the crossword.

Children connect the
dots and then write a
dialogue in their
notebooks for each
picture. (Are you a … ?
Yes, I am / No, I’m not.
I’m a … .)

1144

57

1414

58

1414

Are you a ... ?

55

1414

Children join the dots, then write a dialogue in their notebooks for each picture using Are you a … ? Yes, I am. / No, I’m not. I’m a …56

1414
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BBuuiillddiinngg  fflluueennccyy
Switching questions

Equipment:  Class Book page 84. 
Class Audio (optional).

1 Think of an occupation and make a sound that is
just remotely connected with the occupation (e.g.,
the aaah sound as you stick out your tongue when
you go to see a doctor). When a child guesses
incorrectly using the pattern Are you a … ? just smile,
say No, I’m not and encourage the children to make
two or three guesses. 

2 Smile as if to say Here’s another puzzle to solve, and,
if you need to, help the children say What do you do?
Answer naturally, I’m a … .

The children do the same as a whole class and then
possibly, especially if the class is large, in pairs or in
groups. When they are doing the activity as a whole
class, they can either take turns thinking of
occupations, or the child who makes a successful
guess can think of the next occupation. 

3 Open Class Books to page 84. Appear fascinated
by the page. Let the children guess what is

happening and read by themselves. They then read
aloud either individually or as a class.

Option:  Play the recording.

Absurd questions

Equipment:  Occupation cards. Notebooks or 
pieces of paper.

1 Put an occupation card on the board ledge. Either
draw a picture of yourself, Fred the hippopotamus,
or another character the children like, meeting the
person in the occupation card, or get one of the
children to do this. 

2 Either you or one of the children writes an absurd
Are you a … ? question in a speech bubble on the
board and looks puzzled. For example, if the picture
is of a dentist, you could write Are you a farmer?

3 Draw a speech bubble for the person in the
occupation card who’s being asked the question, and
either get the children to tell you what to write or get
one of the children to write No, I’m not. Do the same
for What do you do? and I’m a (dentist).

4 Show the children more occupation cards. The
children draw pictures of themselves or other
characters meeting the people in the cards with the
following dialogue written in speech bubbles:

Are you a (something obviously incorrect)?
No, I’m not.
What are you?
I’m a … .

Encourage the children to have fun with the first
question.

Teaching tip:  If possible, erase the dialogue from the
board before the children write their own dialogues.
If this is too difficult, erase part of the dialogue.

Variation:  The dialogue can be practiced orally
instead of written or before writing. In this case, the
children ask each other absurd questions about
their pictures.

Building fl uencyBuilding fl uency

84 84 
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Are you a singer?

No, I’m not.

What do you do?

I’m a student.

1144
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GGaammee
Circle mime

Equipment:  Class Book page 85. 

1 Open Class Books to page 85. Appear
fascinated by the page. Let the children guess
what is happening and read the dialogue.

2 The children sit in a circle as a class or in
groups. One child stands in the center of the
circle and mimes an occupation. The other
children try to guess what the occupation is by
asking Are you a ... ?

The rules of the game (picked up while playing)
are as follows:

a The child who guesses correctly gets one point
and trades places with the child who is 
miming.

b If three children’s guesses are incorrect, the 
whole class asks What do you do? and the 
child who is miming answers I’m a ... . 
Nobody gets any points. The child in the 
center then mimes a different occupation.

c The child in the center cannot mime an 
occupation that has already been mimed.

d It is probably a good idea for a child who 
wants to make a guess to raise her hand 
first. When this happens, the child in the 
center has to stop miming immediately. If 
more than one child raises her hand, you 
(or a child) decide who should ask the 
question. You may wish to choose the child 
who raised her hand first, but this can be a 
good chance for you to cheat a little, and let 
some of the quieter children ask the 
questions.

1144
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Circle mime

Are you a conductor?

Yes, I am.
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PPhhoonniicc  ffaammiilliieess
Phonic baseball race

Equipment: Class Book page 86.
Pieces or small toys, dice or spinners. 

1 Each of the children has a piece or small toy and
a die or spinner. Open Class Books to page 86. Each
child places her piece on First pitch!

2 One child says Roll! or Spin! and they each roll
their die or spin their spinner and move their toy or
piece the number of balls indicated on the die or
spinner. As they move, they read the word in each
square they pass over or land on. When all the
children have finished their move, another child
says Roll! or Spin! and they all roll or spin and move
again.

3 If they end a move on Home run! or Error!,
various things could happen. They could miss one or
more turns, have an extra turn, have to roll certain
numbers in order to move again, move back or
forward a certain number of squares, have to count
backward from twenty to one or perform some other
fun language activity, have to hit a target on the
board with a ball, etc.

4 When a child lands on a word that she can’t
pronounce, and other children can’t help, get her to
ask you What is it? Build her ability to read the word
by first focusing on the core phonic sound, and
reading the rest of the word in stages. Don’t explain
the rule. See if the children can figure it out while
playing.

5 The game continues until one or all of the
children have reached the Victory! square.

Teaching tip:  If the children are curious about the
meaning of a word they land on, encourage them to
ask what it is. You can give a hint, such as miming
or half drawing a picture, and seeing if the children
can solve your puzzle.

Variations:  In a small class, the children can take
turns moving rather than moving at the same time.
In a larger class, the children can be divided into
groups and the children in each group can take
turns moving.

The race on the Teacher’s CD-ROM can be printed
out and enlarged so that a class or group can use
the same track.

Phonic familiesPhonic families

86  86  

Speaking

Reading

1414

Victory! hungry

happycherryError!rainbow

pillow yellow
Home 
run! wall

fallballError!flower

butter farmer Home 
run!

puzzle

littleappleFirst 
pitch!
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AAccttiioonn  ssoonngg
Do you like … ?

Equipment: Class Book page 87. Class Audio.

1 Open Class Books to page 87. Encourage the
children to read the song quietly, and then aloud. 

2 Play the recording. Make gestures with the children
as the recording is played. Possible gestures are:

Do you like … ? (make a questioning gesture, e.g., 
hands out with palms face up)
Yes. I do. (nod heads)
May I have a … ? (clasp hands as if pleading)
Here you are. (hand over whatever has been 
asked for)

3 Play the version of song that has the music
without words. The children sing the song, making
gestures as they sing. They can read while they sing.
There are various ways to practice the song further:

a The whole class can sing Do you like … ? to 
individual children in turn. They first decide 
whether to ask Do you like spiders?, etc. 

b The song can be sung in pairs, with the child 
who asks the first question deciding what to 
substitute for pizza. The song can be a round, with
a child in the second pair starting to sing when a 
child in the first pair is starting Yes, I do, and so 
on. When a pair have finished, they alternate 
who asks the first question and ask about a 
different thing.

Teaching tip:  If the children like the song, it can be
used again later in the course with other patterns,
such as I can … , I live in … , I’m from … , etc.

EExxeerrcciissee
Equipment:  Class Book page 88. Notebooks.  

1 Open Class Books to page 88. Look at the Exercise
section as if you are wondering what to do.
Encourage the children to help you. Focus on the
first dialogue and encourage the children to show
you what to write.

2 The children try to do the exercise individually.

3 Open notebooks. The children draw pictures of
Fred, or another animal or person they like, talking 
to various people and asking them what their
occupations are. They write four-line dialogues. The
answer to the first question is always negative.

DDiiccttaattiioonn
Equipment:  Class Book page 88. 

Class Audio (optional). Notebooks.  

1 Open Class Books to page 88. Dictate gently or
play the recording:

1 fox box boxer
2 ship fish fisherman
3  car carpet carpenter

Repeat each word as many times as necessary. 

2 If necessary, the children can do more of the same
kind of practice in their notebooks.
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Listening

Speaking

Action songAction song
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Do you like pizza?
Do you like pizza?

Yes, I do.
Yes, I do.

May I have a pizza?
May I have a pizza?

Here you are.
Here you are. 

Do you 
like … ?

G D G G D G G D G G D G

Do you like    pi   -   zza?     Do you like     pi   -   zza?   Yes,     I       do.            Yes,     I       do.

G D G G D G G D G G D G

May   I  have  a    pi   -   zza?   May  I  have  a    pi   -   zza?   Here   you   are.           Here   you   are.

1144

ExerciseExercise

88 88   

Reading

Writing

Listening

Writing

DictationDictation

1414

Are you a cook?

_____   ,  ____  _______ .

_______  _______  _____ boxer?

______  ,  ____’____  ______ .

What  _____  _____  _____  ?

____’____  _____    ________________ .

1     __________      __________      _____________   

2     __________      __________      __________________            

3     __________      _____________      _________________       
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A sample plan for the first lesson

1 We are …

2 Review phonics or a previous 
pattern through a game or song

3 We are great! 

4 Review phonics or a previous 
pattern through a game or song

5 We are … Extension

6 Game – Chopstick spelling

7 Home Book preparation

A sample plan for a follow-up lesson

1 Game – Chopstick spelling

2 We are children

3 Review phonics or a previous 
pattern through a game or song

4 Personalization

5 Do you like … ?

6 Review phonics or a previous 
pattern through a game or song

7 Home Book preparation

UUnniitt

1155

TTaarrggeett  ppaatttteerrnn
We are …

Equipment:  Class Book page 89. Class Audio 
(optional). Plural cards. Timer or alarm clock 
(optional).

1 Divide the class into groups of two or more and
place the plural cards in the front of the class. 

2 Get one group to go to the front of the class, pick
up a plural card and mime what’s on it. Help them
say We are … as they mime. 

3 Groups can take turns doing this. If possible,
encourage the children to do the activity quicker
and quicker. One way of doing this is to use a timer
or clock with an alarm, and to make the time before
the alarm rings shorter and shorter. A group has to
finish miming before the alarm rings.

4 Continue with the same activity, but instead of
using plural cards, write words on the board. Slip in
new words (especially for a group that is doing
better than the others), and when the children want
to know what the words are, pause the activity and
give a hint, such as half drawing a picture, and
then lead the children towards discovering the new
words. 

5 Open Class Books to page 89. Appear fascinated
by the page. Let the children guess what is
happening and read by themselves. They then read
aloud, either individually or as a class.

Option:  Play the recording.

Variation:  The children then draw simple pictures of
groups of animals with speech bubbles with We are
(dogs). written in them.

1515

89    89    

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

Target patternTarget patternWe are …

We are hippopotamuses.
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Home Book

The Home Book pages can be completed at any point
between here and the end of the unit. Before being
asked to do any of the exercises in the Home Book,
children should be shown exactly what they are
expected to do. 

Children complete the
sentences.

Children complete the
sentences and draw a
path through the maze
from the cat to the
mouse.

Children write two
words containing the
double-letter sound in
the box.

Children color the
picture according to the
key.

1155

61

1515

62

1515

We are ...

59

1515

60

1515
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CCoonnvveerrssaattiioonn
We are great!

Equipment:  Class Book page 90. 
Class Audio (optional).

1 Leave the room, wave, and say Goodbye! If the
children don’t do this anyway, encourage them to
answer See you! Quickly re-enter the room and say
How are you?, get everybody to smile happily and
say We are great!

2 Children take turns leaving the room, saying
Goodbye! and re-entering saying How are you? While
a child is leaving or out of the room, quickly give a
prompt, such as one of the feelings badges from
TB1, drawing a happy or sad face on the board,
miming a feeling such as yawning from tiredness or
rubbing your stomach from hunger. When the child
comes back into the room saying How are you?, all
the children mime the feeling indicated by the
prompt and say We are (hungry)!

3 The children can take turns giving the prompts as
well as leaving the room.

4 Open Class Books to page 90. Appear fascinated
by the page. Let the children figure out what is
happening and being said.

Option:  Play the recording.

We are ... Extension

1 Make a We are … sentence about something that
you and the children have in common that they will
be able to say, or at least understand, in English.
For example, you could say We are Korean. We like
soccer.

2 Ask children that you know have something in
common to stand up, and see if they can figure out
what they have in common, and make a We are …
sentence. For example, they could be children of the
same age or with the same color socks.

3 One child thinks of something that a group of
other children have in common, and asks them to
stand up. The children standing up need to figure
out what the child is thinking of and make We are …
sentences. Children can take turns doing this.

ConversationConversation

90 90 

1515

Listening

Speaking How are you?

We are great!

1155
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GGaammee
Chopstick spelling

Equipment:  Class Book page 91. Any flashcards
from Levels 1 or 2. Pieces of paper. Chopsticks. 

1 Choose five or six flashcards. Dictate all the
sounds in these words in a random order
(e.g., e, ch, p). The children write these sounds
on pieces of paper.

2 Each child tears up her piece of paper into
little pieces, tearing around each sound she has
written.

3 Divide the class into teams (unless it is small).
The children from one team put all their pieces
of paper in one pile, and mix them up.

4 Put a central table in a place about the same
distance from each of the teams. Put the
flashcards that you dictated in a place where all
the children can see them. Give each of the
teams chopsticks.

5 Open Class Books to page 91. Let the children
try and figure out what is happening.

6 The children on one team take turns picking
up one of the pieces of paper with the chopsticks
and racing with it to the central table. The
objective is for their team to try to spell each of
the pictures in the flashcards. 

Teaching tip:  It’s fun to have music playing in
the background. If the music is an English song,
it can help to immerse them in a total, multi-
sensory learning environment. It’s also fun if
you omit one or two of the sounds in the words
when you dictate them. This creates another
puzzle for the children to solve.

1155

91    91     

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

GameGame

1515

Chopstick
spelling
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BBuuiillddiinngg  rreeaaddiinngg  sskkiillllss
We are children

Equipment:  Class Book page 92.

1 Open Class Books to page 92. Appear fascinated
by the page. If the children don’t try to read the
sentences on the page, encourage them to do so. It’s
best if they first do this silently by themselves.

2 After the children have had a chance to read the
page, get them to read aloud. They can take turns
reading sentences.

Teaching tip:  If the children come across a word
they can’t read, first let them try to guess how to
read it using phonic patterns, or the pictures on the
page as hints. If they still cannot read it, give hints,
such as reading part of the word, or drawing their
attention to a picture on the page. 

If they come across a word they can read but don’t
understand, see if they can guess the meaning by
looking at the pictures on the page, and if this
doesn’t help, give hints, such as miming or half
drawing a picture, or use the word naturally in
sentences or in a dialogue with the children.

Personalization

1 Write a framework like this on the board.

I like … .
I like … .
I have … .
I have … .
Do you like … ?
Do you like … ?
I can see … .
I can see … .
Can you see … ?
Can  you see … ?
See you!

2 The children take turns standing up and speaking
out in English, using the framework as a guide.

Variation:  The framework can include any patterns
from the story, and can be extended to include other
patterns.

The children can write sentences using the same
kind of framework.

BuildingBuilding
reading skillsreading skills

92  92  

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

1515

We are children.
We like games.
We like songs.
We have a lot of fun.
We are very happy!

What season do you like?
Do you like spring?
Do you like summer?
Do you like fall?
Do you like winter?
We like summer best!

What can you see?
Can you see a tiger?
Can you see a spider?
Can you see a monster?
We can see lunch!
We are very hungry!

See you!

We are 
children

1155
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AAccttiioonn  ssoonngg
We are cats

Equipment:  Class Book page 93.  Class Audio. 
A bag. Cards or pieces of paper. 

1 Write the names of two or three animals on the
board. Help children to discover what noises they
make and figure out a mime for each animal. The
children can take turns writing the names of
animals on the board and challenging the other
children to come up with a noise and then make an
appropriate mime.

2 Do the same for occupations.

3 Open Class Books to page 93. Let the children
look at the song by themselves and guess how to
read it. They then read aloud, either individually or
as a class, miming and making a noise for each
animal or occupation.

4 Play the recording. The children can read as they
listen, and they can sing along and mime if they
want to.

5 Play the recording that has the music without
words. The children sing the song, miming each
animal or occupation. 

6 The children pass a bag around the class. This
bag contains cards or pieces of paper with the
animals or occupations written on them. Have
music playing in the background. When the music
stops, the child holding the bag draws out a card or
piece of paper, reads it, and goes to the board and
writes We are (the word on the card) on the board. All
the children figure out a sound and a mime for the
animal or occupation.

7 The children continue until they have written a
variation of the original song on the board. They
then sing it, miming the animals or occupations. 

Teaching tip:  Almost any words can be written on
the cards or pieces of paper that are put in the bag.
In some cases (e.g., We are tables.), the children may
not be able to think of an appropriate sound, but
they can do a mime. It’s generally best also to
include new words.

We are cats

We are cats, we are dogs,
We are cows, we are frogs.

We are doctors, we are sailors,
We are teachers, we are farmers.

We are ducks, we are bees,
We are chickens, we are seals.

93 93 

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Action songAction song

1515

We        are          cats,                                                           we        are         dogs,  

F Gm 

              We     are       cows,                                              we     are       frogs 

C B" F 
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